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Abstract: It is believed that thermalization drives the reduced density matrix of a sub-
system to approach a short-range entangled operator. If the initial state is also short-range
entangled, it is possible that the reduced density matrix remains low-entangled throughout
thermalization; or there could exist a barrier with high operator entanglement between the
initial and thermalized reduced density matrix. In this paper, we study such dynamics in
three classes of models: the rational CFTs, the random unitary circuit, and the holographic
CFTs, representing systems of increasing quantum chaoticity. We show that in all three
classes of models, the operator entanglement (or variant of) exhibits three phases, a linear
growth phase, a plateau phase, and a decay phase. The plateau phase characterized by
volume-law operator entanglement corresponds to the barrier in operator entanglement.
While it is present in all three models, its persistence and exit show interesting distinc-
tions among them. The rational CFTs have the shortest plateau phase, followed by the
slowest decay phase; the holographic CFTs mark the opposite end, i.e. having the longest
plateau phase followed by a discontinuous drop; and the random unitary circuit shows the
intermediate behavior. We discuss the mechanisms underlying these behaviors in opera-
tor entanglement barriers, whose persistence might serve as another measure for quantum
chaoticity.
Keywords: operator entanglement, conformal field theories, random unitary circuits,
AdS/CFT, quantum chaos
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1 Introduction
Quantum entanglement has played a central role in elucidating many recent progresses of
theoretical physics, ranging from being an order parameter for topological orders [1, 2]
to an explicit probe for bulk geometries in AdS/CFT correspondence [3, 4]. Away from
the static settings, the dynamics of quantum entanglement is also a crucial and universal
ingredient in understanding systems out of equilibrium [5, 6]. It encodes the information
about thermalization and entropy generation in the process of regaining equilibrium, and
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probes some surprising aspects of the systems such as pre-thermalization[7–10], many body
quantum chaos[11, 12], quantum scars [13–15], and in the context of AdS/CFT even the
black hole interior behind the horizon [16].
While the entanglement properties are usually defined and studied with respect to a
state |ψ〉, one can also study the entanglement properties of an operator U : H → H that
maps within a Hilbert space H. Roughly speaking, one can interpret U as an “operator
state” |U〉 defined on a doubled Hilbert space H⊗H, on which the wave-functional of |U〉
is given by
〈h1, h2|U〉 = (h2, Uh1) , h1, h2 ∈ H (1.1)
A convenient example to familiarize the set up is to imagine the operator being the thermal
density matrix ρβ, and the corresponding operator state being the thermal field double
(TFD) state. The operator entanglement then refers to the entanglement of the operator
state |U〉, defined with respect to a subsystem A ⊂ H⊗H [17–20].
In this paper, we study a particular class of dynamical operator entanglement: those
associated with the reduced density matrices of quenched states1 2. Let us lay out the set up
step by step. Given a quenched state |ψ(t)〉 that starts with only short-range entanglement
at t = 0, and is defined on the total system ABC, we first obtain the reduced density
matrix on the subsystem AB by tracing out HC :
ρAB(t) = TrHC |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)| (1.2)
For the interest of this paper, we take C to be semi-infinite that surrounds the finite
subsystem AB like a heat-bath. The wave-functional of the corresponding (unnormalized)
operator state |ρAB(t)〉 on the doubled subsystem Hilbert space HAB⊗HAB (see Fig. 1(a))
is then given by the density matrix element [24, 25]:
〈ij|ρAB(t)〉 = (ρAB(t))ij , i, j ∈ HAB (1.3)
To normalize the state, we need the norm of the |ρAB(t)〉, which is the purity of the state
‖ρAB(t)‖2 = 〈ρAB(t)|ρAB(t)〉 = tr(ρ2AB(t)) (1.4)
It is in general less than 1 and t-dependent when region AB is entangled with C.
We are interested in computing the operator Re´nyi entropy of the normalized operator
state |ρAB(t)〉/ ‖ρAB(t)‖ on the subsystem A⊗A:
Sopn (A, ρAB(t)) =
1
1− n log trHA⊗HAtr
n
HB⊗HB (|ρAB(t)〉〈ρAB(t)|/ ‖ρAB(t)‖2)
=
1
1− n log trHA⊗HAtr
n
HB⊗HB (|ρAB(t)〉〈ρAB(t)|)−
n
1− nS2 (AB,ψ(t)) (1.5)
1There are related works recently on the operator entanglement [21] and negativity [22] of the unitary
evolution matrix, which are different from the operator entanglement of reduced density matrix studied in
this work.
2Shortly before the post of this work, we became aware of a new preprint [23], which contained the result
of the operator entanglement in a local operator quench.
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where we use Sopn (A, ρAB) to denote the operator Re´nyi entropy of ρAB, and Sn (AB,ψ) as
the state entanglement of the quenched state |ψ〉. As |ψ(t)〉 evolves in time t, so does ρAB(t)
and consequently Sopn (A, ρAB(t)). Finding out the t-dependent dynamics of S
op
n (A, ρAB(t))
is the main task of this paper.
An important motivation to study the dynamics of such operator entanglement comes
from the following question that is both theoretically interesting and of potential practical
significance: is it possible to simulate the density matrix efficiently in the matrix product
operator (MPO) framework throughout the thermalization process? Since large operator
entanglement indicates large bond dimension in a MPO (Fig. 1(a)), the question can be
quantified as weather or not to have low operator entanglement all the way to thermaliza-
tion.
Various proposals [20, 26–28] have been made for directly simulating the reduced den-
sity matrix to study the evolution to the thermal states. The operator entanglement,
crudely speaking, measures the logarithm the bond dimension to represent the reduced
density matrix by a matrix product operator (Fig. 1(a)). In the process of quenched ther-
malization, the initial state is short-range entangled, and as a result the operator state
is also short-range entangled with a low operator entanglement. On the other hand, if
the system thermalizes, the final reduced density matrix will be close to an identity op-
erator at high temperature. Thus while the state entanglement increases and saturates
to volume-law, the operator entanglement is again very small. Assuming this feature of
low operator entanglement persists in between, numerical algorithms that use variational
approaches [26–28] at the low bond dimension manifold should be enough to reproduce all
the correlation functions faithfully.
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Figure 1: Operator entanglement of the reduced density matrix. (a) Viewing the reduced density matrix
as a matrix product operator. The operator entanglement is roughly logarithm of the bond dimension. The
physics indices σ and σ′ are the indices in the operator Hilbert space. (b) The time dependence operator
entanglement or reduced density matrix in 3 representative systems. Subsystem A is contiguous and has
size `A. Total system has length `. The Entanglement quantities are displayed in units of the corresponding
state equilibrium entropy density s
(n)
eq in each system, see section 5 for more detailed explanations.
The question is whether the feature of low operator entanglement persists or not.
In general, the time-dependence of operator entanglement may result in intermediate
“bumps”. If the values at the bumps are comparable to system size, then we should
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think of them as barriers in operator entanglement, i.e. barriers for efficient simulation of
the density matrix.
In this paper we address this question in three classes of models, the two dimensional
rational CFTs, the random unitary circuit, and the holographic CFTs. They represent
systems with increasing quantum chaoticity [29]. All of the three models give a “growth-
plateau-drop” pattern as shown in Fig. 1(b). The plateau after the initial growth is of
volume-law value, and thus is a barrier that prevents efficient simulation using the MPO
representation. The results are briefly summarized in the following outline of the paper.
In section 2, we study the problem in 2-dimensional CFTs. The computation was
performed in Ref. [30] under the implicit assumption that the theory is rational. We redo
the computation and allow the operator to be the powers of the reduced density matrix,
i.e. |ραAB〉, α ∈ N. We find that the story is similar to what is raised up in Ref. [31]:
the rational CFT assumption entails additional OPE regimes among wist operators, and a
quasi-particle interpretation which gives the result in Fig. 1(b). For irrational CFTs, the
corresponding OPE regime disappears and explicit calculations become difficult.
In section 3, we perform the computation in a random unitary circuit, which is a
recently proposed quantum circuit model that is believed to capture the universal features
of chaotic dynamics with local interactions. The circuit averaged entanglement in this
model is mapped to a statistical mechanical problem of domain walls. At different stages
of the evolution, three different types of the domain wall configurations dominate, which
gives rise to the three continuous segments in Fig. 1(b).
The holographic CFTs occupy the maximally chaotic corner of irrational CFTs, in
which explicit calculations become plausible again via AdS/CFT. In section 4, we study
the dynamics of entanglement entropy in holographic CFTs for the operator state |ρ1/2AB〉.
This coincides with the reflected entropy considered in Ref. [32], where it was found to
closely relate to the entanglement wedge cross section [33] in the static case. Using the
picture derived in [32], the dynamics of operator entanglement in this case is driven by the
interplay between two HRT surfaces homologous to AB and A respectively in the bulk of
the original state. The three different dominant configurations of the HRT surfaces then
give rise to the three phases for the operator entanglement. In particular, the holographic
plot in Fig. 1(b) is obtained from explicit calculations for AdS3/CFT2 in appendix A, which
extends the results of section 2 into regimes inaccessible by OPE analysis.
While in all three models there exists a plateau barrier phase characterized by volume-
law operator entanglement, thus denying the possibility of efficiently simulating these den-
sity matrices throughout thermalization, the length/persistence of these barriers seem to be
correlated with how chaotic the systems are, suggesting it as another measure for quantum
chaoticity. We elaborate this point further in the discussion section 5.
2 Two Dimensional CFTs
In this section, we investigate the operator Re´nyi entropy in two dimensional conformal
field theories defined on an infinite line. The partition into subsystems ABC is illustrated
in Fig. 2 .
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Figure 2: The space partition in the 1+1d CFT. We take subsystem A, B to be contiguous with size `A
and `B . In general we take A to be smaller: `A ≤ `B . The total system size is taken to be much larger
than ` = `A + `B , so that thermalization will take place at late time.
2.1 Replica structure and twist operators
When computing state Re´nyi entropy, one can work in an orbifold theory by introduc-
ing pairs of twist operators that is equivalent to the replica structure [34, 35]. In two
dimensional CFTs the computation becomes especially tractable since the twist opera-
tors become quasi-local with known conformal dimensions. This has resulted in many
progresses for computing state entanglements in 2d CFTs both in the ground state and
quench scenarios[6, 35].
The standard procedure to compute the state entropy is to represent the state by a
Euclidean path-integral with an open boundary. The reduced density ρA is then obtained
by sewing along the compliment Ac. Quantities such as tr(ρnA) then connect neighboring
copies of ρA by gluing the upper and lower rims of the open slits along A, leading to
a partition function on a branched manifold of the form a staircase geometry. This is
equivalent to the insertion of twist fields at the entanglement cut.
The operator Re´nyi entropy works in an analogous picture albeit with more compli-
cated permutation structures. We consider the more general state |ραAB〉/ ‖ραAB‖ , α ∈ N,
i.e. operator state associated with the α-th power of the reduced density matrix.
The reduced density matrix ρAB is represented by a path-integral with a slit along
A ∪ B. The power of the reduced density matrix ραAB is given by gluing the upper and
lower rims of the slits in a staggered manner out of α copies of ρAB, thus leaving two rims,
one from the first copy and one from the α-th copy. Placing its complex conjugate produces
the unnormalized operator density matrix, see Fig. 3(a).
To compute the corresponding n-th operator Re´nyi entropy, we generalize Eq. (1.5):
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) =
1
1− n log trHA⊗HAtr
n
HB⊗HB (|ραAB(t)〉〈ραAB(t)|)
− n(2α− 1)
n− 1 S2α (AB,ψ(t)) (2.1)
It proceeds in a few steps. The first term in Eq. (2.1) involves partial tracing in
Fig. 3(b) over B, i.e. gluing along B within each operator density matrix. The resulting
path-integral is then replicated n times, whose slits along A are then glued staggeringly,
see Fig. 3(b). The second term in Eq. (2.1) comes from the norm of the operator state, see
Fig. 3(c), where the trace is performed in A ∪B.
According to the descriptions above, one can work out the equivalent twist fields to be
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Figure 3: The Euclidean path integrals for evaluating the operator Re´nyi entropy,the two intervals repre-
sent A and B respectively. (a): The operator state |ρα(t)〉 (left) and the operator density matrix |ραAB〉〈ραAB |
(right). (b): The non-trivial part of the operator Re´nyi entropy, where the way to connects layers is different
in A and B. (c): The normalization of the operator density matrix, which is mapped to the state Re´nyi
entropy. (d)/(e): The corresponding twist field insertion for (b)/(c).
inserted (more details can be referred to Ref. [32]):
T −13 = (α+ 1, · · · , 3α)(3α+ 1, · · · , 5α) · · · ((2n− 1)α+ 1, · · · , 2nα, 1, · · · , α)
T2 = (α+ 1, 3α+ 1, · · · , (2n− 1)α+ 1)−1 (1, 2α+ 1, · · · , (2n− 2)α+ 1)
T1 = (123 . . . 2α)(2α+ 1 · · · 4α) · · · ((2n− 2)α+ 1 · · · , 2nα)
(2.2)
Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(e) demonstrate the twist field insertions that reproduce Fig. 3(b) and
Fig. 3(c) respectively. Our set up corresponds to the limit A and B being adjacent to each
other, thus the two twist operators in the middle are fused via OPE to give T −13 T −11 →
T2, T1T −11 → 1. Define the scaling dimension of size n cyclic permutation to be hn, then
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the dimensions of the twist fields are:
h1 = h3 = nh2α h2 = 2hn (2.3)
2.2 Boundary state set up
We set up the quench dynamics by considering the following initial state:
|ψ〉 = e−H β4 |B〉 (2.4)
where |B〉 is a conformal boundary state. The imaginary evolution makes the state normal-
izable with short-range entanglement at length of order β. We follow Cardy and Calabrese
[35] to set up the calculation for operator entanglement. This has been done for the op-
erator state |ρAB〉/ ‖ρAB‖ in [30]. We repeat the analysis of [30] for general α ∈ N, and
compute Sopn (A, ραAB(t)).
We shall emphasize that the results are only valid for rational CFTs. A similar problem
also occurs in the two interval entanglement [31], where the behaviors of the four point
function distinguish the integrable and chaotic models. We will clarify this as we proceed.
For CFTs, it is easier to first wick rotate to Euclidean time t→ −iτ :
|ψ(τ)〉 = e−Hτ−H β4 |B〉, 〈ψ(τ)| = 〈B|eHτ−H β4 (2.5)
and analytically continue back later. Both |ψ(τ)〉 and 〈ψ(τ)| can be constructed from
Euclidean path integrals with boundaries. The procedure for computing the operator
Re´nyi entropy discussed in subsection 2.1 simply amounts to inserting the appropriate twist
operators when gluing the two path integrals for |ψ(τ)〉 and 〈ψ(τ)|. The setup is shown in
Fig. 4: we have a strip geometry separated by the thermal length and three twists fields
inserted for the unnormalized state |ρAB〉 and two twist fields for the normalization ‖ραAB‖
(Fig. 4).
× × ×
T3 T2 T1
−β4
β
4
τ
−`A 0 `B
w
(a)
× × ×
T −11 T1
−β4
β
4
τ
−`A `B
w
(b)
Figure 4: Locations of the twist field in an infinite stripe. (a) The correlation function of the numerator
in Eq. (2.6) (b) The correlation function of the denominator in Eq. (2.6). 〈ψ(τ)| and |ψ(τ)〉 are defined by
the upper and lower portion of the Euclidean path-integrals.
The operator entanglement we are interested is the ratio of correlation functions
e−(n−1)Sn =
〈T1(w1, w¯1)T2(w2, w¯2)T3(w3, w¯3)〉strip
〈T1(w1, w¯1)T1(w3, w¯3)〉strip (2.6)
where
w1 = iτ + `B, w2 = iτ, w3 = iτ − `A (2.7)
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We proceed by conformally mapping to the upper half plane using
z = i exp
[
−2pi
β
w
]
(2.8)
The conformal boundary condition of |B〉 then means that the correlation functions satisfy
the same ward-identities as holomorphic correlation functions on the full complex plane,
but with doubled number of points coming from the images:
e−(n−1)Sn =
(
β
2pi
)2h2 〈T1(z1, z¯1)T2(z2, z¯2)T3(z3, z¯3)〉UHP
〈T1(z1, z¯1)T1(z3, z¯3)〉UHP
∼
(
β
2pi
)2h2 〈T1(z1)T2(z2)T3(z3)T1(z4)T2(z5)T3(z6)〉C
〈T1(z1)T1(z4)T1(z3)T1(z6)〉C
(2.9)
where z4 = z¯1, z5 = z¯1, z6 = z¯3 are the images z1, z2 and z3. When continued to real time,
their coordinates become:
z1 = i exp
[
2pi
β
(`B − t)
]
z2 = i exp
[
−2pi
β
t
]
z3 = i exp
[
2pi
β
(−`A − t)
]
z4 = −i exp
[
2pi
β
(`B + t)
]
z5 = −i exp
[
2pi
β
t
]
z6 = −i exp
[
2pi
β
(−`A + t)
] (2.10)
2.3 Evaluation via OPE analysis
In taking the high temperature limit β → 0, the holomorphic conformal invariants of the
correlation functions are pushed towards the boundary of moduli space for generic t. As
a result the evaluation of correlation functions are controlled by particular OPE channels
and the corresponding singularities, provided that they exist. In this subsection we proceed
by assuming that all singularities arising from “chiral” OPEs exist, a point we shall come
back to comment in the next subsection.
As t evolves, the conformal invariants bounce from one boundary of moduli space to
another, and the dominant OPE channels switch accordingly. As we summarize in the
following, there are 4 phases of Eq. (2.9) with different OPE structure (see Fig. 5), they
correspond to the segments of the ”growth-plateau-drop” pattern in Fig. 1(b), also see
review in Ref. [31]
2.3.1 0 < t < `A/2
During this regime, the OPE structure is as follows:
((((z3 ← z6)← z2)← z5)← z1)← z4 (2.11)
The fusion proceeds in the following steps:
T1(z3)T1(z6)→ (z6)−2h11, T2(z2)T2(z5)→ (z5)−2h21, T3(z1)T3(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
for the numerator and
T1(z3)T1(z6)→ (z6)−2h11, T1(z1)T1(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
– 8 –
for the denominator. Thus we can evaluate the numerator and denominator respectively
as:
6-point function ≈ (z4)−2h1(z5)−2h2(z6)−2h1
4-point function ≈ (z4)−2h1(z6)−2h3 (2.12)
under which Eq. 2.9 evaluates to
e−(n−1)Sn ≈
(
β
2pi
)2h2
(z5)
−2h2 =
(
β
2pi
)2h2
exp
[
−2h2
(
2pi
β
t
)]
(2.13)
Thus
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) ≈
4hn
n− 1
(
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
t
)
(2.14)
It gives the linear growth with the rate same as that of the state entanglement.
2.3.2 `A/2 < t < `B/2
In this regime, the OPE structure switches to:
((((z3 ← z2)← z6)← z5)← z1)← z4 (2.15)
Now the fusion proceeds in the following steps:
T3(z3)T2(z2)→ (z2)−h2T1(z3), T1(z3)T3(z6)→ (z6)h2−2h1T2(z3)
T2(z3)T2(z5)→ (z5)−2h21, T1(z1)T1(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
for the numerator. The denominator stays the same. The numerator changes to:
6-point function ≈ (z4)−2h1(z2)−h2(z6)h2−2h1(z5)−2h2 (2.16)
Eq. 2.9 now evaluates to
e−(n−1)Sn ≈
(
β
2pi
)2h2 ( z6
z2z25
)h2
=
(
β
2pi
)2h2
exp
(
−2pi
β
`Ah2
)
(2.17)
This gives the operator entanglement:
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) ≈
4hn
n− 1
(
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
`A
2
)
(2.18)
It contains a time-independent volume-law term, and corresponds to the plateau barrier.
2.3.3 `B/2 < t < `/2
In this regime, the OPE structure switches to:
((((z3 ← z2)← z6)← z1)← z5)← z4 (2.19)
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Now the fusion proceeds in the following steps:
T3(z3)T2(z2)→ (z2)−h2T1(z3), T1(z3)T3(z6)→ (z6)h2−2h1T2(z3)
T2(z3)T1(z1)→ (z1)−h2T3(z3), T3(z3)T2(z5)→ (z5)−h2T1(z3), T1(z3)T1(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
for the numerator, while the denominator remains unchanged. So the numerator further
changes to:
6-point function ≈
(
z6
z1z2z5
)h2 ( 1
z6z4
)2h1
(2.20)
Eq. 2.9 now evaluates to
e−(n−1)Sn ≈
(
β
2pi
)2h2 ( z6
z1z2z5
)h2
=
(
β
2pi
)2h2
exp
[
−2pi
β
(`− 2t)h2
]
(2.21)
This gives the operator entanglement:
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) ≈
4hn
n− 1
[
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
(
`
2
− t
)]
(2.22)
which corresponds to the drop phase.
2.3.4 t > `/2
In this last regime, the OPE structure settles down to:
((((z3 ← z2)← z1)← z6)← z5)← z4 (2.23)
The fusion process decompose into two clusters:
T3(z3)T2(z2)→ (z2)−h2T1(z3), T1(z3)T1(z1)→ (z1)−2h11
T3(z6)T2(z5)→ (z5)−h2T1(z6), T1(z6)T1(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
In this phase, the denominator also undergoes a phase transition, whose fusion process now
takes the form:
T1(z3)T1(z1)→ (z1)−2h11, T1(z6)T1(z4)→ (z4)−2h11
The numerator and denominator is then evaluated to be:
6-point function ≈ (z2z5)−h2 (z1z4)−2h1
4-point function ≈ (z1z4)−2h1 (2.24)
Eq. 2.9 now evaluates to
e−(n−1)Sn ≈
(
β
2pi
)2h2
(z2z5)
−h2 =
(
β
2pi
)2h2
(2.25)
This gives the short-range operator entanglement:
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) ≈
4hn
n− 1
(
ln
(
2pi
β
))
(2.26)
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z3 z2 z1
z6 z5 z4
(a)
z3 z2 z1
z6 z5 z4
(b)
z3 z2 z1
z6 z5 z4
(c)
z3 z2 z1
z6 z5 z4
(d)
Figure 5: The “fusion channels” of the 6-point chiral correlation functions. (a) t ≤ `A/2, (b) `A/2 < t <
`B/2, (c) `B/2 < t < `/2, (d) `/2 < t.
t
(`seq)
1
2`A
1
2 (`− `A) 12`
1
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t))
rational CFT
Figure 6: Results of rational conformal field theory.
The results for all four regimes are thus summarized as below (see Fig. 6)
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) =
4hn
n− 1

ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
t t <
`A
2
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
`A
2
`A
2
< t <
`B
2
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pi
β
(
`
2
− t
)
`B
2
< t <
`
2
ln
(
2pi
β
)
`
2
< t
(2.27)
2.4 OPE singularities and quasi-particle picture
The 4 segments of the results are fixed by the 4 “holomorphic” fusion channels of the
6-point correlation function Eq. (2.9), see Fig. 5, and the corresponding singular behav-
iors therein. However, as was pointed out in [31], in generic CFTs the class of singular
behaviors is only a subset of those produced by chiral OPEs as in the last subsection. The
holomorphic correlation function with images inserted only captures the conformal trans-
formation property of the boundary state; the OPE occurs in the UHP and is controlled
by both the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic coordinates (z, z¯). In particular, there are
only two types of OPEs in the UHP:
O1 (z1, z¯1)O2 (z2, z¯2) ∼ |z1 − z2|h3−h1−h2 |z¯1 − z¯2|h¯3−h¯1−h¯2O3 (z1, z¯1) (2.28)
O1 (z1, z¯1) ∼ |z1 − z¯1|−2h11b (2.29)
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The first line Eq. (2.28) corresponds to ordinary OPE (z1 → z2, z¯1 → z¯2) in the interior of
UHP; the second line Eq. (2.29) corresponds to the dominant channel when O1 approaches
the boundary z1 ↔ z¯1, and fuses into a boundary operator (identity in this case).
One can check that of the 4 channels shown in Fig. 5, three of them consists solely of
legitimate OPEs in the UHP and therefore whose singularities exist in generic CFTs:
• 0 < t < `A/2: zi ↔ z¯i, i = 1, 2, 3;
• `A/2 < t < `B/2: (z2 → z3, z¯2 → z¯3) , z3 ↔ z¯3, z1 ↔ z¯1;
• t > `/2: (z2 → z3, z¯2 → z¯3) , (z3 → z1, z¯3 → z¯1).
On the other hand, the fusion channel in the third phase (`B/2 < t < `/2) of Fig. 5 cannot
be decomposed into a series of legitimate OPEs in the UHP. Therefore the corresponding
singularities giving rise to the linear decline phase in Fig. 6 do not exist in generic CFTs.
It is only in rational CFTs that the existence of these singularities is necessary in order
to satisfy the crossing symmetry of correlation function, see [31]. We thus conclude that
the linear decline behavior for the phase (`B/2 < t < `/2) is a consequence of working with
rational CFTs.
The nature of these singularities characterizing rational CFTs becomes more transpar-
ent if instead of the boundary state |B〉, we consider the thermal field double (TFD) state
defined in the doubled CFT1×CFT2:
|ψ〉 =
∑
n
e−
β
2
H |n〉1|n〉2 (2.30)
where |n〉 are eigenstates ofH. The reduced density matrix is thus defined on (AB)1×(AB)2,
and the corresponding operator state is defined on a further double copy of (AB)1×(AB)2.
The stripe geometry in Fig. 4 becomes a cylinder of circumference β, with another set of
twist operators inserted at the images. The operator Re´nyi entropy is then related to the
full 6-point correlation function on the complex plane:
e−(n−1)Sn ∝ 〈T1(z1, z¯1)T2(z2, z¯2)T3(z3, z¯3)T1(z4, z¯4)T2(z5, z¯5)T3(z6, z¯6)〉C〈T1(z1, z¯1)T1(z3, z¯3)T1(z4, z¯4)T1(z6, z¯6)〉C (2.31)
As conjectured and argued in [31], the TFD state can be used to reproduce the singularities
in the boundary state. In this case, the singularities in (`B/2 < t < `/2) takes the form of
two “tangled” light cone singularities. To see what this means, we compute the following
two conformal invariants:
η2 =
(z2 − z1)(z3 − z6)
(z2 − z6)(z3 − z1) → 1, η¯2 =
(z¯2 − z¯1)(z¯3 − z¯6)
(z¯2 − z¯6)(z¯3 − z¯1) ≈ e
−2pi/β`A → 0 (2.32)
η6 =
(z6 − z3)(z5 − z4)
(z6 − z4)(z5 − z3) ≈ e
−2pi/β`A → 0, η¯6 = (z¯6 − z¯3)(z¯5 − z¯4)
(z¯6 − z¯4)(z¯5 − z¯3) → 1 (2.33)
The first line Eq. (2.32) indicates that (z2, z¯2) is approaching the light cone “tip” of 1 and 3,
i.e. simultaneously approaching the light cones of both 1 and 3; the second line Eq. (2.33)
indicates that (z6, z¯6) is approaching the light cone tip of 3 and 5. Each one corresponds to
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a light cone singularity discussed in [31], see Fig. 7. However, we cannot isolate them into
two separate “clusters” as in [31]; they are tangled together, and this makes it impossible
to factorize the 6-point function into a product of lower-point functions. In principle, such
light cone limits of correlation functions in chaotic 2d CFTs, including finite c corrections,
can be explicitly studied via the structure of fusion matrix [36–38]. We leave this for future
studies.
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Figure 7: Left: light cone singularity associated with Eq. (2.32). Center: light cone singularity associated
with Eq. (2.33). Right: the two light cone singularities are tangled.
The time dependence in Eq. (2.27) describes rational CFTs. As a consistency check,
it can be exactly reproduced by the quasi-particle picture, which is believed to model the
essential physics regarding entanglement evolution in integrable models. We present this
in the thermal field double set up, see Fig. 8. The initial state is represented by the middle
line. After the quench, there are coherent pairs of quasi-particles generated and they move
to the opposite directions. As time goes on, the overlap regions on the line, which are the
area that emitted quasi-particles at time t that now entangled between region A and B′,
is proportional to the operator entanglement. It gives rise to the 4 segments in Eq. (2.27)
and the symmetric trapezoid in Fig. 6.
A B
A′ B′
t
Figure 8: Quasi-particle interpretation of results in Eq. (2.27). Left: Quasi-particle in thermal field double
states. Initially each pair of degrees of freedom in the left and right form an EPR pair. The entanglement
is proportional to the overlap of past the light cones. Right: the overlap of the past light cones of A (red)
and B′(green) in different stages. Figure shows those turning points t = 0, `A
2
, 1
2
(`− `A), 12 ` in Eq. (2.27)
3 Random Unitary Circuit
In this section, we introduce the random unitary circuit model and the corresponding
domain wall picture for the entanglement. Using this, we compute and interpret the change
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of the quench operator entanglement as the succession of three dominant domain wall
configurations.
Random unitary circuit is a tensor network that models chaotic evolution with local
interactions. The structure of the network is shown in Fig. 9(a), where the horizontal direc-
tion represents the system: a one-dimensional chain with q bits of local degrees of freedom.
The dynamics evolves along the vertical direction. Each block is an q×q independent Haar
random unitary matrix. The network is constructed to involve only local interactions that
entangle (almost maximally) nearby sites in one time step. And the locations switch by
one lattice spacing in alternating steps as the system evolves.
|ψ(t)〉
(a)
|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|
(b)
tr(ρ2A)
A B
(c)
Figure 9: Random unitary circuit: (a) its tensor network structure, where each blue block represents a
q × q Haar random unitary matrix (b) the time dependent density matrix (c) computing tr (ρnA) , n = 2 by
contracting different copies.
The circuit retains minimally the features of evolution by a local Hamiltonian – the
local generation and propagation of large entanglement – yet dispenses particular forms of
interactions. The average over quenched randomness is what provides analytic handles on
the dynamics of chaos. Recently, there have been fruitful results based on this model and its
variants, about the scaling behaviors of out-of-time-order correlator [39–41], entanglement
growth [42–46], hydrodynamic long tails in U(1) conserved systems [41], etc. Similar non-
unitary random circuit were also proposed to reconstruct the holographic space time as
an arguably more explicit tensor network structure. The Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) surface
of entanglement, transition of entanglement scalings, etc. were considered [47, 48] in this
setting.
Among these results, the random unitary circuit enables a “domain wall” picture to
understand the universal behavior of entanglement. It is motivated by the minimal cut
picture of a general tensor network. In this picture, the number of bonds the minimal
cut traverses through the tensor network gives an upper bound of the bond dimension to
represent the states, and therefore is also an upper bound for the entanglement [49]. The
domain wall picture is a refinement of the minimal cut by taking unitarity into account
[42]. They can be viewed as world-lines of objects carrying permutation data. Unitarity
puts causality constraints on their trajectories and possible forms of interactions. More ex-
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plicitly, computing the circuit averaged entanglement is mapped to a statistical mechanical
problem of domain walls, where the minimal free energy gives the entanglement.
The objects carrying permutation data can be understood from the underlying replica
structure defined by tr(ρnA), see Fig. 9(c) for n = 2. They perform permutation operations
at the entanglement cut, which is analogous to the twist fields in the field theory definition
of tr(ρnA) using path integrals. In random unitary circuit, the random average yields an
effective statistical mechanics model, whose solutions extend the permutations from the
entanglement cut into the interior of the tensor network. In this sense, the domain wall
gives a geometric picture to the entanglement of the random unitary circuit, in much the
same way as the RT surface [50] in holography. In fact, domain walls of permutation in
non-unitary random circuit were formulated to be the tensor network analog of the RT
surface in attempts [47, 48] to understand the geometric structure of the space time.
3.1 The effective model
We now review the effective statistical mechanical model in the random unitary circuit.
tr(ρ2A)
(a)
= 1(q4−1)
 +
− 1q2(q4−1)
 +

(b)
Figure 10: Permutations in the circuit average. The blue and red blocks represents the independent Haar
random matrices and their complex conjugate. (a) The circuit structure for n = 2. Red circle encloses
2n = 4 layers of unitaries, which can be regarded as an 8n-leg tensor that has 4n legs at the bottom as
input and 4n legs on the top as output. (b) Random average over the 2n layers in each block generates a
sum over permutation elements with weights.
Let us begin by looking at the interior of the tensor network of the quantities tr(ρnA)
shown in Fig. 10(a), for illustration we pick n = 2. The overlapped blue and red squares are
n = 2 copies of the Haar random matrix Uq×q and its complex conjugate U∗q×q. Each block
with U (blue in Fig. 10(a)) and U∗ (red in Fig. 10(a)) is replicated n times in the network.
Random average gives rise to “contractions” between U and U∗ among the copies. Each
contraction can be represented as a permutation element in the n-th symmetric group,
see Fig. 10(b). The permutation elements are what emerge as the dynamical degrees of
freedom after random average, and we call them “spins”. The effective model is represented
by the statistical mechanics of these spins3. Boundary conditions are imposed at both the
3There are actually negative weights for some of the spin configurations. But if we integrate out half
of the spins, all the spin configurations in leading order in q will have positive weight. We can then treat
the negative weights as perturbative corrections to the leading order configurations, thus regaining the
statistical model interpretation.
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top and bottom boundaries of the tensor network. They play different roles: the boundary
condition on the top comes from the replica structure for computing the Re´nyi entropy;
the boundary condition on the bottom encodes the initial state, see Fig. 9(c).
(12) (12)
(12) (12)
(12) (12) (12)
(12) (12)
(12) (12) (12)
I I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
=⇒
Figure 11: Statistical model in terms of domain walls. Left: Domain wall configurations for the 2nd
Re´nyi entropy. Right: Coarse grained domain wall configuration. Red and blue represent two domains of
permutation extended from the boundary twist imposed by the definition of entanglement.
For the purpose of studying entanglement, it is more convenient to describe the con-
figurations in terms of domain walls rather than spins, because the former fits better with
the boundary conditions to be imposed and unitarity constraints. Different spin domains
are characterized by different channels of contractions between the n copies of U and U∗,
the domain walls can be understood as the twists of those contractions. For example, in
order to evaluate the n-th Re´nyi entropy, the contractions operation on the top boundary
of Fig. 9(c) are identities acting on the subsystem A, and permutations (12 · · ·n) acting on
the subsystem B respectively. The domain wall is a twist between them, inserted at the
entanglement cut. If the spins in the left domain are all σ1 and those in the right domain
σ2, then the domain wall is a permutation τ = σ
−1
1 σ2. In a general tensor network, these
permutations may become other tensors when propagating from the top boundary into
the interior. But in random unitary circuits, the domain walls (or permutations) are the
only degrees of freedom that survive the random average. For instance the average purity
tr
(
ρ2A
)
will only contain wandering domain walls as in Fig. 11. The Re´nyi entropy thus
is given by the freedom energy of the domain walls subject to the boundary conditions at
both the top and bottom boundaries. For the product initial state we are considering, we
have free boundary condition at the bottom.
This picture can be extended to more generic entropic quantities such as the operator
Re´nyi entropy we are interested, which corresponds to imposing more complicated bound-
ary conditions, see Fig. 12. In this case, the top boundary can host more generic domain
walls. They can decomposed into elementary domain walls, which are defined to consist
only of single transpositions. The elementary domain walls are the building blocks for
the underlying dynamics. For example, the domain wall (123) consists of two elementary
domain walls. The locality of the interaction and unitarity of the evolution restricts the
allowed behaviors of elementary domain walls (see Fig. 13). When propagating downward,
an elementary domain wall must remain inside the light cone and can not go back. When
two elementary domain walls meet, they combine according to the group multiplication
rule; and the same applies when a composite domain wall split.
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C A B C
σC σA σB σC
σA = (23)(45) · · · (2n, 1)
σB = (12)(34) · · · (2n− 1, 2n)
σC = I
(a)
C A B C
σC σAB σC
σAB = (12)(34) · · · (2n− 1, 2n)
σC = I
(b)
C A B C
τ1τ2τ3
τ1 = σ
−1
B σC = (12)(34) · · · (2n− 1, 2n)
τ2 = σ
−1
A σB = (13 · · · 2n− 1)(24 · · · 2n)−1
τ3 = σ
−1
C σA = (23)(45) · · · (2n, 1)
(c)
C A B C
τ1τ
−1
1
τ1 = σ
−1
ABσC = (12)(34) · · · (2n− 1, 2n)
(d)
Figure 12: Domain walls in state and operator Re´nyi entanglement. The spin boundary conditions at the
top boundary of the tenor network are shown for (a): operator R’enyi entanglement and (b): state entan-
glement. (c)/(d): The corresponding domain walls at the top boundary for operator/state entanglement.
Notice the resemblance of domain walls to the twist fields in Eq. (2.2).
7
(a)
7
(b)
3
(c)
3
(d)
(123)
(12) (23)
3
(e)
Figure 13: Domain wall rules: (a) domain wall must not go outside the light cone. (b) “bubble” is for-
bidden. (c) legitimate configuration: an elementary domain wall travel inside the light cone. (d) legitimate
configuration: two domain walls meet and annihilate. (3) domain wall split according to multiplication
rule.
As mentioned, the domain walls need to minimize the free energy while satisfying
the boundary conditions imposed at the top and bottom of the circuit. An elementary
domain wall will cost seq = ln q amount of free energy for each discrete time step it takes.
Therefore at the leading order in large q expansion, the minimizing configuration is simply
given by free elementary domain walls taking the shortest paths4. At higher orders in
large q, elementary domain walls can have two types of interactions. One is the statistical
interaction between two non-commutative domain walls, such as those with transpositions
(12) and (13). It corrects the entanglement velocity in order O(1/ log q). For the special
case of Re´nyi index n = 2, this effect is absent. Another weaker interaction at O(1/q4 ln q)
order appears between commutative domain walls like (12) and (34). The suppression
4Entropic corrections are of order 1
log q
.
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of domain wall interaction at q = ∞ effectively reduce the quench disorder to annealed
disorder. We can thus equating e−(n−1)Sn and e−(n−1)Sn .
3.2 Domain walls in operator entanglement
In this section, we study time evolution for the operator entanglement of the random
unitary circuit. We proceed by listing the domain wall configurations that minimize the
free energy at different stages of the evolution. We take n = 2 to simplify the domain wall
structure, and work at leading order in q → ∞ so that the elementary domain walls can
be treated independently. This brings in the reduction
Sop2 (A, ρAB) = − log trAtr2B(|ρAB〉〈ρAB|)− 2S2(AB) (3.1)
where the two terms corresponds have the initial domain wall configurations shown in
Fig. 14.
To warm up, let us first consider the evolution of the 2nd Re´nyi entropy of the state,
which is subtracted in Eq. (3.1). When t is small, the two domain walls at the entanglement
cut cost the same amount of energy when going down in any direction within the light cone.
Due to entropy consideration [42, 45], macroscopically they go down vertically. The free
energy increases linearly with rate vE ln q ≈ ln q. At time t > `2 , the two domain walls
can meet and annihilate at the intersection points of their light cones. The free energy
of this configuration is ` ln q, which will be the minimal when t & `2 . This switch from
the configuration 1 to configuration 2 in Fig. 14(b) gives rise to the linear growth and
saturation behaviors of entanglement in a quenched state.
On the other hand, the first term in Eq. (3.1) has six elementary domain walls to begin
with. Three types of (macroscopic) configurations will occur in their life time. Configura-
tion 1 is the beginning stage, where all domain walls going vertically down5 when t is small.
The growth rate is 6 ln q. In configuration 2, the four domain walls from the boundaries of
region A first meet and fuse into two domain wall. These two go down vertically together
with the other two domain walls, giving rise to a growth rate 4 ln q. In configuration 3 the
middle domain walls split into two domain walls on the left and right, which then annihilate
the remaining domain walls, giving the saturation value 2` ln q = 2S2(AB). By equating
their free energies, we can determine the respective transition time:
6t1 ln q = [2t1 + 2`A + 2(t1 − 1
2
`A)] ln q =⇒ t1 = `A
2
[2t2 + 2`A + 2(t2 − 1
2
`A)] ln q = 2` ln q =⇒ t2 = `
2
− `A
4
(3.2)
In Fig. 15(a) we draw the time evolution of both terms in Eq. (3.1). The 1st term
grows faster than the 2nd term in configuration 1 and then at the same rate in configuration
2. It eventually come to a tie with the state entanglement when reaching configuration
3. The operator entanglement is the difference between these two curves, which we draw
in Fig. 15(b). It contains three stages of development: linear growth, plateau and linear
decrease.
5Free random wall will predominantly go vertically, with fluctuation of size
√
t.
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C A B C
(12)(34)(13)(24)(23)(14)
configuration 1
configuration 2
configuration 2
(a)
C A B C
(12)(34)(12)(34)
≈ 2×
(12) (12)
linear growth
saturation
≈ 2×
(b)
Figure 14: Space time domain wall structures for the two terms in Eq. (3.1). According to our convention,
the domain wall starts from the top boundary and go downward. (a) Domain wall configurations for the
operator Re´nyi operator entanglement of unnormalized state (1st term in Eq. (3.1)). There are six incoming
(elementary) domain walls on the top boundary (see Fig. 12(c)). Three configurations that possibly occur
at different stages of evolution are shown on the right of the brace. (b) Domain wall configurations for the
state entropy S2(AB) of region AB. There are four incoming (elementary) domain walls on the top boundary
(see Fig. 12(d)). Their free energy is twice of a single pair of domain walls, due to their independence in
the large q limit. The two configurations for the two phases of state quench entanglement are shown on the
right of the brace: In the linear growth phase, the two domain walls microscopically going down vertically;
in the saturation phase, the two domain walls meet and annihilate.
t
(`seq)
1
2`A
1
2`− 14`A 12`
1
2S2(AB)
Sop2 (unnormalized)
(a)
t
(`seq)
1
2`A
1
2`− 14`A 12`
1
Sop2 (A, ρAB(t))
random circuit
(b)
Figure 15: Sop2 (A, ρAB) when `A = `B =
`
2
. (a). Operator entanglement as the difference of two terms in
Eq. (3.1). As analyzed in the text, the solid curve has transitions between 3 configurations while the dashed
curve representing the state entropy has only linear growth and saturation phases. (b). Sop2 (A, ρAB) as a
function of time.
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We can generalize these results to integer n and α assuming the q → ∞ limit. The
domain wall at the top boundary becomes identical to the permutation data in the twist
fields in Eq. (2.2). There are again two terms
Sopn (A, ρ
α
AB(t)) =
1
1− n log trHA⊗HAtr
n
HB⊗HB (|ραAB(t)〉〈ραAB(t)|)−
1
1− n log ρ
2αn
AB (t) (3.3)
The first term is a generalization of Fig. 14(a): on the top boundary, both the cuts between
A,C and B,C host (2α− 1)n elementary domain walls, the cut between A, B host 2(n− 1)
elementary domain walls. Its dynamics also contain the 3 configurations in Fig. 14(a).
The second term is a generalization of Fig. 14(b), the difference is only that the number
of elementary domain walls is (2α− 1)n rather than 2 at the entanglement cut. From the
geometry, one can see immediately that the transition time scales do not dependent on n
and α, as long as the order of the configurations to appear is the same as n = 2, α = 1.
This can be confirmed by an explicit computation
[2(2α− 1)n+ 2(n− 1)]t1 ln q = [(2α− 1)nt1 + (2α− 1)n`A
2
+ 2(n− 1)`A
2
+ (2α− 1)n(t1 − 1
2
`A)] ln q =⇒ t1 = `A
2
[(2α− 1)n]` ln q = [(2α− 1)nt2 + (2α− 1)n`A
2
+ 2(n− 1)`A
2
+ (2α− 1)n(t2 − 1
2
`A)] ln q =⇒ t2 = `
2
− `A
4
(3.4)
Further computation shows that the plateau value of Sopn (A, ραAB(t)) is also n and α inde-
pendent.
We then claim that for a given integer n ≥ 2 and α ≥ 1, the q → ∞ collapses all the
operator entanglement Sopn (A, ραAB(t)) to the curve in Fig. 15(b).
In a realistic system with finite q, a number of factors will affect the transition be-
haviors, rendering them non-universal. We assume that such an effective domain wall
picture still exists, and incorporate the microscopic detail into a coarse grained line tension
function En[42], which is defined to be the free energy per unit length of each elementary
domain wall. In a translational invariant system, the line tension function only depends on
the slope v (the slope has dimension of velocity) of the domain wall macroscopic configura-
tion. En(v) has to satisfy several properties for it to be a valid description of entanglement
growth,
En(0) = v(n)E E(v) ≥ v E(vB) = vB (3.5)
where vB is the butterfly velocity that characterizes the speed of operator spreading and
many-body chaos [42]. When entanglement saturates in Fig. 15, the free energy cost is
2× `En(v)/v, which is minimized at slope v = vB rather than v = 1, though the saturation
value is still the maximal entanglement.
Finite q also brings in interactions between elementary domain walls. These can be
absorbed into the line tension function En(v). For the random unitary circuit, the interac-
tion is simplest at n = 2, α = 1, and we can determine the transition time using only the
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leading order line tension function:
seq
[
6t1v
(2)
E
]
= seq
[
4
`A
2
+ 2(t1 − t0)v(2)E + 2t1v(2)E
]
t0 =
`A
2vB
=⇒ t1 = `A
v
(2)
E
(
1− v
(2)
E
2vB
)
seq
[
4
`A
2
+ 2(t2 − t0)v(2)E + 2t2v(2)E
]
= seq
[
4
`A
2
+ 4
`B
2
]
=⇒ t2 = `A
2v
(2)
E
(
`B
`A
+
v
(2)
E
2vB
)
(3.6)
In the random unitary circuit model, we have[39, 40, 43, 45]
vB =
q2 − 1
q2 + 1
v
(2)
E =
1
ln q
(
ln
q2 + 1
2q
+ · · ·
)
(3.7)
where vE is a perturbative series containing higher O(1/q8) term due to the interactions
of the domain walls.
We look at the symmetric case `A = `B. When q = 2, we have t1 > t2, which means
that configuration 2 will be skipped. There is only one transition time from configuration
1 to configuration 3
6t3v
(2)
E = 4
(
`A
2
+
`B
2
)
=⇒ t3 = `
3v
(2)
E
(3.8)
This is verified in the numerical results in Fig. 16, where ` = 28, `A = `B = 6 and q = 2.
As we can see the plateau phase found in large q is absent, instead only a peak occurs at
about t3 ≈ 12.5.
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Figure 16: Numerical results of random unitary circuit at q = 2 averaged over 10 samples. System
parameters: ` = 28, `A = `B = 6.
It therefore suggests that the persistence of the plateau regime is a signature of the
strongly chaotic system, and likely will only occur with large on-site degrees freedom.
4 Holography
In this section, we look at holographic CFTs which represent systems that are maximally
chaotic in terms of saturation of the chaos bound [29]. In AdS/CFT, the entanglement
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entropy is conveniently captured geometrically by the area of the RT/HRT surfaces [3, 4].
To study the time evolution for operator entanglement in holographic CFTs, our strategy is
to start from a bulk description for operator states, whose asymptotic boundaries are two-
copied subsystems, and then apply the HRT prescription. The results are obtained using
related pictures derived in Ref. [32]. We first review the bulk picture for the stationary
operator states, and then generalize to the dynamical case for generic α. After that we
study the operator entanglement entropy for α = 1/2, which is the case considered in [32],
and turns out to be the natural case for constructing the bulk operator state. We will
see that the operator entanglement of the reduced density matrix undergoes three phases
in the bulk, which is partly driven by the background geometry representing the density
matrix operator state.
4.1 Stationary states
We begin by introducing the prescription derived in Ref. [32] using the language of Eu-
clidean path-integral, which works explicitly for stationary states, or more generally states
that are time reflection symmetric under: t→ −t.
The goal is to construct the bulk geometry dual to the operator state |ρAB〉, associated
with the reduced density matrix:
ρAB = trC |ψ〉〈ψ| (4.1)
We assume that the global state |ψ〉 in the boundary CFT has a smooth bulk geometry.
Furthermore, it is stationary with a reflection symmetry t → −t and thus admits a Eu-
clidean path-integral definition. The reduced density matrix element between two field
configurations φ1,2 on AB is then given by:
(ρAB)φ1,φ2 =
∫
Φ+AB=φ1,Φ
−
AB=φ2
DΦ f(Φ)†f(Φ) e−SE(Φ) (4.2)
where Φ denotes collectively the relevant quantum fields, and f(Φ) denotes the state-
creating sources for |ψ〉. The path integral is over configurations that has a branch-cut
along AB, and the field configurations along the branch-cut are fixed to be φ1 and φ2 from
above and below respectively.
Alternatively, this defines the (un-normalized) wave-functional of the operator state
|ρAB〉 on the doubled subsystem {AB,A′B′}:
〈φ1, φ2|ρAB〉 = (ρAB)φ1,φ2 (4.3)
In order to find the bulk dual of |ρAB〉, let us consider computing its norm:
N = 〈ρAB|ρAB〉 = trρ2AB (4.4)
For stationary states this is given by a boundary Euclidean path integral over a bound-
ary manifold ∂M doubly branched across AB (see Fig. 17). Through the dictionary of
AdS/CFT, this fixes the boundary conditions for the corresponding Euclidean path-integral
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over bulk fields and geometries, which matches the CFT result. Let us further suppose that
the bulk Euclidean path integral is dominated by a particular saddle point contribution,
denoted by (M, g, ϕ) where g, ϕ are respectively the metric and the collection of bulk fields:
trρ2AB =
∫
∂M
DΦ Πi=1,2f †i (Φ)fi(Φ) e−SE(Φ,∂M) ≈ exp
[
−IbulkE (M, g, ϕ)
]
(4.5)
For simplicity we omit writing ϕ in specifying bulk solutions from now on. On the other
hand, path-integrals over such branched manifolds are related to the refined 2nd Renyi-
entropy [51]. For holographic theories and assume replica symmetry, the dominant saddle
B can be constructed as in Ref. [51] and takes the form of two identical “wedges” (see
Fig. 17):
B = B˜1 ∪ B˜2 (4.6)
where each wedge B˜1,2 can be obtained by solving under the original single-copied boundary
condition, the back-reacted geometry upon inserting a “cosmic brane” γAB2 that anchors
at the boundary along the entangling surface ∂(AB), and has the tension
Tn =
n− 1
4nGN
, n = 2 (4.7)
This creates a conical deficit of angle: ∆φ = pi, so each wedge extends an angular range
AB
A’B’
C C
AB
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Figure 17: Computation of the operator state norm N = 〈ρAB |ρAB〉. Left: Euclidean path-integral on the
doubly-branched manifold in the boundary CFT; Right: bulk saddle point contribution B = B˜1 ∪ B˜2 to N .
The two wedges intersect at the fixed Cauchy surface Σ(h) = B˜1 ∩ B˜2 under reflection, which contains the
cosmic-brane γAB2 . Due to the brane backreaction, the bulk portions matching to AB and A
′B′ towards
the boundary only extend an angular range of pi around γAB2 in the bulk.
of pi around γAB2 . The two wedges are glued at a bulk Cauchy surface Σ(h) with induced
metric h:
Σ(h) = B˜1 ∩ B˜2 (4.8)
Σ(h) also contains the cosmic brane γAB2 . The reflection symmetry characterizing the
stationary state acts by reflecting across Σ and interchanging the two wedges: B˜1 ↔ B˜2.
Semi-classically, we can interpret Σ(h) as the bulk spatial geometry at t = 0 dual to the
operator state |ρAB〉.
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Let us now describe the prescription operationally (see Fig. 18). To find the bulk
geometry dual to the stationary operator state |ρAB〉, we start from the bulk dual of the
original global state |ψ〉, insert a cosmic brane γAB2 of tension T = 14GN anchoring towards
the boundary at ∂(AB), let it back-react and settle down. The spatial geometry dual to
|ρAB〉 is then obtained by identifying two copies of the back-reacted spatial geometries
across the settled-down position of the cosmic brane γAB2 .
ABC C
| i
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Figure 18: Prescription for obtaining the bulk geometry dual of operator state |ρAB〉 from that of |ψ〉.
Left: start from the bulk dual of |ψ〉; Center: insert a cosmic brane γAB2 , let it back-react on the dual
geometry and settle down; Right: spatial geometry dual to |ρAB〉 is obtained by identifying two copies of
the relevant bulk regions across γAB2 .
4.2 Dynamical states
We can extend the prescription to the time-dependent case, i.e. |ψ〉 is a dynamical state.
In this case, the (un-normalized) density matrix elements, i.e. the wave-functional of the
operator state, need to be constructed using the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [52, 53]. At
the instant t = t0, it involves a path-integral over two Lorentzian time-folds L+ and L−,
ranging from t = (−∞, t0) and t = (t0,−∞) respectively and glued at t = t0 across C (see
Fig. 19) :
ρAB(t0) (φ1 ∪ φ2) = (ρAB)φ1φ2 =
∫
Φ+AB(t0)=φ1,Φ
−
AB(t0)=φ2
DΦ f †(Φ)f(Φ)eiS(Φ,L+∪L−) (4.9)
where f denotes the state-creating sources. Now let us follow the previous route and
compute the norm:
N (t0) = 〈ρAB(t0)|ρAB(t0)〉 =
∫
∂M
DΦ Πi=1,2f †i (Φ)fi(Φ) e−iS(Φ,∂M) (4.10)
where ∂M is a boundary (Lorentzian) manifold branched over two Schwinger-Keldysh
contours [54], i.e. four time-folds L±1,2, and glued at t = t0 (see Fig. 19). The gluing
creates a local singularity on the branched manifold, in the form of a non-standard Rindler
temperature: TRindler = 1/4pi.
Similar to before, we can push this path-integral into the bulk via AdS/CFT, and
suppose further that there exists a dominant contribution to this from the Lorentzian
saddle-point geometry (B(t0), g) [54, 55]:
N (t0) ≈ exp
(
iIbulk(B(t0), g)
)
(4.11)
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Figure 19: Left: density matrices element [ρAB(t0)]
φ1
φ2
defined by path-integral on Schwinger-Keldysh two-
folds L±. Right: norm of the operator state N (t0) as a path-integral over two Schwinger-Keldysh contours
(i.e. four time-folds L±1,2) glued as shown by the green arrows. The local singularity arising from the gluing
is demonstrated by the structure of Rindler wedges, indexed by m = 0, ..., 8. The index can be understood
as the imaginary part of the local Rindler time ds2 = −r2dτ2 + dr2 + dωidωi near ∂(AB): Im τ = mpi
2
.
Identifying m = 0 and m = 8 puts the local Rindler temperature at TRindler = 1/4pi.
Strictly speaking, the existence of such a dominant Lorentzian saddle stands on shakier
ground compared to the Euclidean counterpart. We shall not dwell on this too much in
this paper other than acknowledging the potential subtlety, and proceed assuming such a
saddle exists. The cosmic-brane construction has a natural generalization to the dynamical
case. In particular, let us still assume that the replica symmetry on the boundary, which in
the dynamical case interchanges the two Schwinger-Keldysh two-folds, remains a symmetry
of the bulk saddle. There exists a co-dimension 2 bulk hypersurface γAB2 of fixed points
under this symmetry, which ends on the boundary at ∂(AB) at t = t0. The bulk saddle
B(t0) takes the form of two identical bulk Schwinger-Keldysh two-folds, glued at a bulk
Cauchy surface Σ(t0) that contains γ
AB
2 (see Fig. 20):
B(t0) = B˜1(t0) ∪ B˜2(t0), B˜1(t0) ∩ B˜2(t0) = Σ(t0) (4.12)
Furthermore, being a saddle point, the bulk geometry near γAB2 should be locally smooth.
For Lorentzian manifolds this implies that the local Rindler temperature takes the standard
value TRindler = 1/2pi. This refers to the branched four-folds, and as a result, each of
the two-folds B˜1,2(t0) = B˜+1,2(t0) ∪ B˜−1,2(t0) has a local Rindler temperature near γAB2 of
TRindler = 1/pi. This is the back-reacted bulk solution obtained by inserting a cosmic brane
of tension T2 =
1
8GN
ending on ∂(AB) at t = t0, with the boundary being the Lorentzian
two-fold L+ ∪ L− that defines the density matrix in Eq. (4.9). The settled-down location
of the cosmic brane is γAB2 . The bulk solution B˜1(t0) obtained this way then defines the
leading order description of the bulk state dual to the operator state |ρAB(t0)〉. We can
understand the instantaneous spatial geometry Σ(t0) as being obtained by identifying two
copies of the back-reacted spatial geometries ending on AB at t = t0 across the cosmic
brane γAB2 .
It is worthwhile to clarify the notions of dynamics. The operator state |ρAB(t0)〉
“evolves” as we change t0. However, this evolution is not unitary, as manifested by the
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Figure 20: Bulk Lorentzian saddle in the form of two Schwinger-Keldysh two-folds: B(t0) = ∪a=±i=1,2 B˜ai (t0),
glued at Σ(t0). The structure of Rindler wedges near the cosmic brane γ
AB
2 are shown, whose indices m
indicate the corresponding boundary Rindler wedges they asymptote to in Fig. 19. However, the bulk is
smooth in the interior, the imaginary part of the local Rindler time near γAB2 in the wedges are Im τ =
mpi
4
,
corresponding to a standard Rindler temperature TRindler = 1/2pi. As a result, a single two-folds (e.g. B˜1)
has a Rindler temperature of TRindler = 1/pi near γ
AB
2 after identifying m = 0 and m = 4.
t0-dependent norm N (t0). As a result, such t0-dependence is not encoded by a single
Lorentzian bulk solution; instead, t0 serves as a “label” for the one-parameter family of
bulk saddles
{
B˜1(t0), t0 ∈ R
}
. On the other hand, for a fixed t0 one can evolve the state
|ρAB(t0, s)〉 = U(s)|ρAB(t0)〉 using some unitary operator U(s) and study the dynamics in
s. A canonical candidate is U(s) = e
is
(
KψAB+K
ψ
A′B′
)
, where KψAB is the half-side operator
modular Hamiltonian, and is related to the original state Hamiltonian KΨAB = − ln ρAB by:
KψAB = 2K
Ψ
AB (4.13)
KψA′B′ is an identical copy of K
ψ
AB. Notice that U(s) is not the full modular-flow, which
acts as a symmetry of the operator state. In the vicinity of γAB2 (t0), the action of U(s) can
be approximated geometrically by two identical rindler boosts about γAB2 (t0), with s being
the rapidity [56, 57]. This effectively generates a time-like evolution in the near-γAB2 (t0)
region of the bulk operator state.
4.3 Generalization to |ραAB(t)〉
One can generalize the construction discussed before, and consider operator states of the
form considered in section 2:
〈φ1, φ2|ραAB(t)〉 = (ραAB(t))φ1,φ2 (4.14)
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where we take α as an integer to begin with. By making the same assumptions (e.g. replica
symmetry, existence of a dominant saddle, etc) it is easy to see that the construction for
the bulk dual proceeds the same, with the only change being the tension of cosmic-brane:
Tα =
2α− 1
8αGN
(4.15)
Next, we can analytically continue α away from integral values. A special case occurs at
the value α = 12 . In this case Tα = 0, i.e. the cosmic brane is tension-less, and the location
of the brane is given by the HRT surface in the original geometry [4]. More importantly,
since the cosmic brane does not generate time-dependent back-reaction, the “parent” bulk
geometry for constructing the dual of the operator state |ρ
1
2
AB(t)〉 remain the same as we
evolve in t. The only t-dependent ingredient is the HRT surface across which we make the
identification.
4.4 Operator Entanglement of e−β/2H |B〉
Let us now consider the holographic picture for the operator entanglement of the generalized
operator state |ρ
1
2
AB(t)〉, where we take the global state |ψ〉 to be pure B-state e−Hβ/2|B〉.
In a holographic CFTd, this is dual to half side of a two-sided external black hole with the
metric:
ds2 = −4r
2
0
d2
(
cosh
dρ
2
)4/d
tanh2
(
dρ
2
)
dt2 +
4r20
d2
(
cosh
dρ
2
)4/d
dy2d−1 + dρ
2, r0 =
2pi
β
Furthermore it contains an end-of-the-world (EoW) brane cutting through the interior [58].
The EoW brane can be understood as arising from extending the boundary condition on
the CFT into the bulk [59]. A particular type of boundary condition in the bulk is that
the HRT suface can end perpendicular onto the EoW brane.
We are interested in the operator entanglement entropy:
SopA (t) = S
op
1 (A, ρ
1
2
AB(t)) = −Trρ˜A(t) ln ρ˜A(t), ρ˜A(t) = TrHB⊗HB |ρ
1
2
AB(t)〉〈ρ
1
2
AB(t)| (4.16)
This coincides with the reflective entropy considered in Ref. [32], where for static cases it
was shown to be equal to twice of the entanglement wedge cross section, the latter has been
conjectured as a holographic realization of the entanglement of purification [33]. Via the
HRT prescription this is obtained by finding the extremal surface γA(t) in bulk geometry
dual to the operator state. For α = 12 , the bulk dual is given by the original dual (i.e.
half-sided eternal black brane with the EoW brane) identified across the the HRT surface
γAB(t). This allows us to extract SopA (t) directly in the original bulk geometry by modifying
the rule of finding the HRT surface γA(t) as follows:
• A HRT surface γA(t) in the original geometry remains a candidate HRT surface
• A candidate HRT surface can also end perpendicularly on γAB(t).
• SopA (t) is given by twice the smallest area among all candidate HRT surfaces.
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In other words, SopA (t) in this case equals twice of the dynamical version of the entanglement
wedge cross section for A inside AB. Let us focus on the case where both AB and A are flat
stripes, ranging between (−`A, `B) and (−`A, 0) respectively along the spatial y direction,
where 0 < `A ≤ `/2, ` = `A + `B.
The first step is to determine the HRT surface γAB(t) in the parent one-sided black
brane geometry, on which the HRT surfaces γA(t) of the operator state can end. The
time dependence of γAB(t) has been studied in [16], and exhibits two phases in the high
temperature limit β  1:
• For vdt < `/2, γAB(t) takes the form of two planes at fixed values of y = −`A and `B
respectively, extending into the bulk and ending perpendicularly on the EoW brane,
with the total proper area growing with time Area
(
γAB(t)
) ∝ 8piβ vdt;
• For vdt > `/2, γAB(t) is a connected extremal surface that extends in the y direction,
most of which lie very close to the bifurcating surface ρ = 0 and has a volume-law
proper area Area
(
γAB(t)
) ∝ 4piβ `.
where the velocity vd =
√
d(d−2)1/2−1/d
[2(d−1)]1−1/d depends on the boundary CFT dimension d [16]. On
top of this evolution, we expect three phases for the behavior of the HRT surface γA(t),
summarized as in Fig. 21:
• For vdt < f`A with a proportionality constant f to be determined, γA(t) is similar
to each component of γAB(t) at the same time, and takes the form of a plane at
fixed y = 0, extending into the bulk and ending perpendicularly on the EoW brane.
During this phase, the entanglement entropy grows linearly in time: SopA (t) ∝ 4piβ vdt.
• For f`A < vdt < `/2, γA(t) latches onto one of the components of γAB(t). During
this phase the entanglement entropy is approximately time-independent and exhibits
volume-law scaling: SopA (t) ∝ 4piβ f`A.
• For vdt > `/2, due to the transition of γAB(t), γA(t) undergoes a discontinuous
transition, changing from volume-scaling to being short-ranged.
As we can see, the decline phase is absent for holographic theories, instead the plateau
barrier persists until the very end of thermalization. In appendix (A), we calculate the
operator entanglement SopA (t) explicitly in AdS3/CFT2, where v2 = 1. After subtracting
the usual UV divergent contribution, the results are summarized below, and plotted in
Fig. 22:
SopA (t) =

c
3
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
2pic
3β
t t <
`A
2
c
3
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+
pic
3β
`A
`A
2
< t <
`
2
c
3
ln
(
2pi
β
)
+O
(
e
− 2pi
β
`A,B
)
t >
`
2
(4.17)
This can be compared with the rational CFT results by sending n → 1, α → 1/2 in
Eq. (2.27). In particular, we can identify explicitly that f = 1/2, agreeing with the CFT
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Figure 21: Phases for the HRT surfaces γAB(t) (green) and γA(t) (red) in the holographic pure B-
state. Left: for vdt < f`A, the corresponding entanglement entropy S
op
A (t) grows linearly in t; Center: for
fLA < vdt < `/2, after a phase transition for γ
A(t) itself, SopA (t) settles down to be volume-law; Right: for
vdt > `/2, due to the phase transition of the underlying bulk state, i.e. the identification surface γ
AB(t),
γA(t) is forced to jump discontinuously to be short-ranged.
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Figure 22: Results of holographic theory in AdS3/CFT2.
results. We make a comment about this. The constant f is determined by the HRT surface
γA(t) in the second phase, which has a proper area that scales with the volume ∼ `A, see
Fig. 21. Na¨ıvely an HRT surface that scales with volume-law would have its most part
sticking to the bifurcating surface, like (half of) γAB(t) in the third phase, see Fig. 21. Let
us call surfaces like this the thermal type. It is easy to see that the thermal type would
give the incorrect answer f = 1.
So γA(t) has smaller proper area than the thermal type by a factor of f , which is 1/2 in
AdS3/CFT2. Geometrically this can be understood as follows. The thermal type for γ
A(t)
would emerge if we extremize all surfaces that end perpendicularly on the full time-like
hyperplane y = −`A; while the actual HRT surface comes from extremizing those that end
perpendicularly on γAB(t), which is a particular Cauchy slice of the y = −`A hyperplane.
The extremizing procedure yielding the thermal type can be represented by a maxmin
procedure [60]: foliate the relevant spacetime region into Cauchy surfaces; minimize on
each Cauchy surface; then maximize the minimal values over all Cauchy surfaces. In this
picture, the actual HRT surface corresponds to a particular minimal configuration on the
Cauchy surface whose boundary is γAB(t). In the maxmin construction, it has smaller
proper area than the thermal type.
As a result, γA(t) does not stick to the bifurcating surface, and in fact passes through
the horizon. One can then investigate what fraction of γA(t) is in the interior of the black
– 29 –
brane. In appendix A.4 we check this explicitly, and found that the entire volume-scaling
part of γA(t) is from behind the horizon, see Fig. 23. More explicitly, the portion of of
γA(t) that is behind the horizon covers the interval in y coordinate:
y ∈
(
−`A,− β
2pi
ln
2√
3
)
(4.18)
Such an extensive amount of entanglement from the black hole interior is only accessible
from the operator entanglement.
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Figure 23: Decomposing γA(t) into two parts: a part outside the horizon (transparent red); a part behind
the horizon (solid red).
5 Discussion
In this paper, we study the operator entanglement of the reduced density matrix of a
quenched state in three representative systems: random unitary circuit with local inter-
actions, rational CFT and holography. We find that in all those cases, the operator en-
tanglement grows linearly from short-range value to an extensive value, stays constant for
some time thus forming a plateau, and then drops to short-range value. These three phases
has been summarized in Fig. 1(b), which we reproduce below in Fig. 24 for the readers’
convenience.
To answer the question raised in the introduction as motivation, our results suggest
that for generic non-integrable systems such as the random unitary circuits or the holo-
graphic CFTs, there exists an operator entanglement barrier of volume-law value during
the thermalization of a quenched state. Hence algorithms that use a low entanglement rep-
resentation can not faithfully reproduce the reduced density matrix throughout the process.
This is a natural expectation for chaotic systems. On the other hand, the rational CFTs
also share the operator entanglement barrier despite the evolution Hamiltonian being inte-
grable. The reason lies in our choice of the initial global quenched state |ψ〉 = e−βH/4|B〉,
which is a conformal invariant boundary state perturbed by the energy density operator
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Figure 24: The growth-plateau-drop pattern in three classes of models.
Ttt. Such perturbation always exists in CFTs, and it has been shown in [61, 62] that the
reduced density matrix ρA(t) under the global quench converges to the thermal density
matrix 1Z e
−βH as t→∞. 6 The fate of thermalization for the initial states we considered
puts the rational CFTs in equal footing as the other two chaotic models for comparison.
However, it is also known that other irrelevant perturbations of the boundary state (for
example by the descendants of the stress tensor) could lead to a Generalized Gibbs ensem-
ble (GGE) [63] at late times [61]. The breakdown of thermalization could evade the decay
phase, unless the chemical potentials are all tuned to be small. It would be interesting to
study how the operator entanglement behave by quenching from the general initial states.
Strictly speaking, the explicit computations we performed in different models are for
different operator entanglement quantities: in rational CFT and random unitary circuit we
obtained the results for general n-th operator Re´nyi entropy, and for operator state with
general α; in holographic CFTs what we computed is the reflective entropy, i.e. operator
entanglement entropy n → 1 with α = 12 . That these results plotted on the same figure
are showing the same plateau values therefore requires some technical explanation. First
of all, the time scales of the systems are calibrated so that the effective speeds of light
controlling the causality of local interactions are all set to 1. Furthermore, we have re-
scaled the entanglement quantities by their corresponding n-dependent equilibrium Re´nyi
entropy density. More specifically, what we plot is the ratio Sopn (A, ραAB(t))/(`s
(n)
eq ), where
s
(n)
eq is the equilibrium Re´nyi entropy density of the quenched state at t → ∞. More
importantly, one might worry that transition time could depend on the Re´nyi index n,
and therefore the comparison between different models in Fig. 24 may be meaningless. We
acknowledge this potential subtlety. However we point out that for integer n and α, both
the CFT and random unitary circuit results are explicitly given: they are independent
of α and n only enters as a pre-factor s
(n)
eq (in fact, it is also n independent in random
circuit when q →∞.7). Therefore one can analytically continue them to n = 1, α = half
6More precisely, [61] shows that their overlap converges to 1; [62] derives the convergence in operators
for geometries in which the modular Hamiltonian KA(t) = − log(ρA(t)) can be explicitly calculated.
7Strictly speaking, when computing operator entanglement entropy, this is true if we take q →∞ before
the replica limit.
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and compare with holographic CFTs, and this should agree with Fig. 24. However, an
honest comparison for generic n would require considering the cosmic-brane back-reactions
in holography, which is beyond our current computational control. It is possible that
Fig. 24 fails to accurately capture the case for generic n (for example, the transition to
the decay phase in holography maybe continuous due to back-reactions. ). We leave such
investigations for the future.
Now let us discuss the physics behind the three segments of the ”growth-plateau-decay”
pattern.
During the linear growth phase, we observe that the growth rates (in units of the
equilibrium entropy density) are the same among the three models. This is very similar
the the linear growth behaviors of quenched state entanglement, where the rates are also
equal among the models despite different entanglement dynamics. However, we should
caution that the linear growth of the operator entanglement is not solely a consequence
of the corresponding state entanglement increase for the subsystem A. During this phase,
the operator state |ραAB(t)〉 ∈ H ⊗H is building up entanglement between the subsystems
A ∪B and A′ ∪B′, thus is drifting away from the form of a product state in H⊗H. As a
result, the operator entanglement growth rate is not twice of, but is equal to, the state rate.
The linear growth stops at t = `A/2. This coincides with the thermalization time for A,
after which the operator entanglement barrier emerges. This suggests that the transition
between the two phases is possibly related to the thermalization of region A.
The plateau phase represents an intriguing ”equilibrium” in the course towards ther-
malization. Despite the operator entanglement taking constant value, the operator state is
certainly not static, for example the state Re´nyi entropy of AB is still linearly increasing.
This excludes the possibility of describing the reduced density matrix by any kind of static
(equilibrium) ensemble. We can ask a few questions regarding this phase. Firstly, is the
calibrated plateau value universal? For example, could it represent the saturation to the
maximal operator entanglement subject to the given constraints on the density matrix?
Secondly, how universal is the plateau phase? For example, does it survive in chaotic sys-
tems away from the large q or large N limits we are considering? And finally, what are the
implications for the observables? For example, does it implies any properties in the local
correlation functions within region A?
The existence of the decay phase for operator entanglement is dictated by the quenched
thermalization of these models. In the high temperature limit, the thermalized reduced
density matrix is approximately proportional to identity. Viewed as an operator state,
it is therefore short-range entangled with correlation length of order β. However, the
specific behaviors are highly model dependent; in fact, the models we study have different
mechanisms for triggering the decay phase.
The linear growth phase and the early plateau phase are the same among all three
classes of models. It is the point of exit from the plateau and the subsequent decay phase
that serve to differentiate among them. A similar story for the two-interval entangle-
ment/mutual information in the quenched state is discussed in [31], where it is also found
to encode the distinction between the chaotic and rational CFTs. However, if we consider
the same quantity for the random unitary circuits, at large q in large separation it exhibits
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the same behavior as the holographic CFTs. In contrast, by probing the later time behavior
of the operator entanglement, the three models are fully distinguished.
Phenomenologically we observe that how late the system exits the plateau phase is
correlated with how chaotic it is: the rational CFTs exit at t = `B2 ; the random unitary
circuits exit at t = `2− `A4 = `B2 + `A4 ; the holographic CFTs exit at t = `2 = `B2 + `A2 . By the
underlying quenched dynamics, the reduced density matrix is fully thermalized at t = `2 ,
after which the operator state becomes short-range entangled and the operator entangle-
ment has to drop to short-range value. Therefore the exit has to occur before t = `2 . This
is saturated by a class of maximally chaotic systems: the holographic CFTs. It is therefore
tempting to suggest that the persistence of the operator entanglement barrier, calibrated
using the standard quenched state e−βH/4|B〉, can serve as an alternative measure for the
quantum chaoticity of the system.
To better check and understand the possible relation between the duration of the op-
erator entanglement plateau and quantum chaoticity, it could be helpful in the future to
study more examples of intermediate models, such as chaotic CFTs that are not holo-
graphic. Here based on the two chaotic models we study, it is still interesting to compare
their mechanisms of exiting the plateau phase. In both models they are driven by geomet-
rical transitions of the domain walls and the HRT surfaces respectively. The difference is
as follows. In the random unitary circuits, the exit corresponds to a first order transition of
the effective statistical mechanics, the operator entanglement is the free energy itself and
thus is continuous across the exit. In particular, all the domain walls have the same tension
in contributing to the free energy. In the holographic CFTs, the exit is driven by a phase
transition of the bulk dual of the operator state, i.e. γAB(t). The operator entanglement
(or more specifically, reflective entropy) is given by the area of the HRT surface in the bulk,
which changes by responding to the bulk dual transition, and thus is not continuous across
the exit. In particular, contrary to the case in the random unitary circuits, γAB(t) and
γA(t) play highly distinct roles in determining the operator entanglement. This distinction
between the two models is not present when computing two-interval mutual information.
This explains why the mutual information cannot distinguish between these two models as
pointed out before. In the future, it would be interesting to connect this distinction with
the different levels of quantum chaoticity between the two models.
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A AdS3/CFT2 Calculations
In this appendix we carry out the holographic calculations explicitly in AdS3/CFT2, where
one can use the fact that BTZ black holes are locally isometric to AdS3 and can be obtained
as a quotient of it. This would allow us to explicitly solve for the HRT surfaces/geodesics.
To simplify the discussion, we will study the TFD state, dual to the (unwrapped) two-sided
BTZ black hole. The answer for the pure B-state is simply given by half of the TFD results.
The right exterior of BTZ black hole geometry is:
ds2 = −r20 sinh2 (ρ)dt2 + r20 cosh2 (ρ)dy2 + dρ2 (A.1)
The AdS scale is set to 1, and the temperature is given by β = 2pi/r0. The left exterior has
the same geometry and can be obtained by analytically continue r0t→ r0t+ipi. In addition,
the future interior of the BTZ black hole can be obtained by r0t→ r0t+ ipi/2, ρ→ iα and
has the geometry:
ds2 = r20 sin
2 (α)dt2 + r20 cos
2 (α)dy2 − dα2 (A.2)
Had we wrapped the y direction to be compact, there will be a compact null circle at
α = pi/2 and this corresponds to the black hole singularity. The two exterior and interior
regions are all isometric to parts of the poincare patch for AdS3:
ds2 =
1
z2
[−dx20 + dx21 + dz2] (A.3)
via the identification of coordinates:
sinh (r0t) sinh ρ =
x0
z
cosh (r0t) sinh ρ =
x1
z
tanh (r0y) =
z2 − x20 + x21 − 1
z2 − x20 + x21 + 1
(A.4)
and analytic continuations thereafter. Towards the asymptotic boundary of the right ex-
terior z → 0 (ρ→∞), the boundary coordinates can be directly identified:
x1 + x0 → er0(y+t), x1 − x0 → er0(y−t) (A.5)
Similarly, towards the left exterior we have (by sending t→ −t+ ipi):
x1 + x0 → −er0(y−t), x1 − x0 → −er0(y+t) (A.6)
Denote the end points of the interval AB on the right asymptotic boundary by (P1, P3),
and the other end point of the sub-interval A by P2; the corresponding end points on the
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left asymptotic boundary are denoted by P ′i=1,2,3. Taking the set up as in Sec. 2, they are
mapped into the poincare-patch coordinates (x0, x1) as:
P1 = e
−r0`A (sinh r0t, cosh r0t) , P2 = (sinh r0t, cosh r0t) , P3 = er0`B (sinh r0t, cosh r0t)
P ′1 = e
−r0`A (sinh r0t,− cosh r0t) , P ′2 = (sinh r0t,− cosh r0t) , P ′3 = er0`B (sinh r0t,− cosh r0t)
Via this map we can from now on carry out the analysis in the poincare patch, in
which generic space-like geodesics {x0(z), x1(z)} take the following form of “circles”:
x0(z) =
√
R2 − z2 sinh η + C0, x1(z) =
√
R2 − z2 cosh η + C1 (A.7)
if the trajectories projected onto the (x0, x1) plane are space-like; otherwise the geodesics
take the form:
x0(z) =
√
R2 + z2 cosh η + C0, x1(z) =
√
R2 + z2 sinh η + C1 (A.8)
A.1 Phase 1
In the first phase, the segments for the HRT surfaces γAB(t) that construct the operator
state |ψ1/2AB(t)〉, and the HRT surface γA(t) that computes the operator entanglement, are
half-circles γAB(t) = P̂1P ′1∪P̂3P ′3, γA(t) = P̂2P ′2 that connect (P1, P ′1), (P3, P ′3) and (P2, P ′2)
respectively, as studied in Ref. [16, 64]. They all pass through the black hole interior, and
are described by Eq. (A.7) with η = 0, C1 = 0 (see the left of Fig. 25):
P̂1P ′1 : x0(z) = e
−r0`A sinh (r0t), x1(z) =
√
e−2r0`A cosh2 (r0t)− z2
P̂2P ′2 : x0(z) = sinh (r0t), x1(z) =
√
cosh2 (r0t)− z2
P̂3P ′3 : x0(z) = e
r0`B sinh (r0t), x1(z) =
√
e2r0`B cosh2 (r0t)− z2 (A.9)
The operator entanglement for the TFD state is given by twice the geodesic length of P̂2P ′2
multiplied by 14GN =
c
6` :
STFDA (t) =
2c
3
∫ cosh2(r0t)
0
dz
z
cosh (r0t)√
cosh2 (r0t)− z2
=
2c
3
ln [cosh(r0t)Λ] ≈ 4pic
3β
t+ Sdiv (A.10)
where Λ is the UV cut-off we placed towards the asymptotic boundary at z = 1/Λ. The
operator entanglement for the pure B-state is
SA(t) ≈ 2pic
3β
t+ Sdiv (A.11)
The same result also holds for the geodesic length of P̂1P ′1 and P̂3P ′3, after taking into
account of a y-dependent UV z cut-off, which corresponds to a uniform UV ρ cut-off in the
original geometry via 1/z ∼ eρ−r0y. These are the linear growth identified in Ref. [16].
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A.2 Phase 2
In this phase, γAB(t) remains the same phase as before, while γA(t) undergoes a transition
from a half-circle γA(t) = P̂2P ′2 to a union of two segments γ
A(t) = P̂2ζ ∪ P̂ ′2ζ ′ (see the
center of Fig. 25). The two segments end orthogonally on P̂1P ′1 at ζ, ζ
′ ∈ P̂1P ′1 respectively.
Both segments are of the form Eq. (A.7) and one is the reflection of another across x1 = 0,
so we focus on the one of them P̂2ζ and study the orthogonality condition between α =
P̂1P ′1, β = P̂2ζ:
P̂1P ′1 : x
αeta0(z) = ±
√
R2 − z2 sinh η + C0, xβ1 (z) = ±
√
R2 − z2 cosh η + C1(A.12)
The (±) branches in P̂2ζ is determined by whether the segment has passed the turning
point at z = R. In order to satisfy orthogonality as well as the boundary condition we
must solve:
xβ0 (0) = sinh (r0t), x
β
1 (0) = cosh (r0t)
xβ0 (ζz) = e
−r0`A sinh (r0t), x
β
1 (ζz) = x
α
1 (ζz)
∂zx
β
1 (ζz)∂zx
α
1 (ζz) + 1 = 0 (A.13)
The last equation is satisfiable only if ζ is on the (−) branch of P̂2ζ. This is a set of 5
equations for 5 variables ζz, η, R,C1, C2, so there are a discrete number of solutions. One
can eliminate the irrelevant integration constants C1,2 and obtain the following equations:
cosh (η)
(
R+
√
R2 − ζ2z
)
= cosh (r0t)
√
R2 − ζ2z
sinh (η)
(
R+
√
R2 − ζ2z
)
= sinh (r0t)
(
1− e−r0`A
)
R−
√
R2 − ζ2z = e−r0`A
√
1− e2r0`A cosh−2 (r0t)ζ2z (A.14)
To obtain solutions, we define 2 = e−r0`A and κ2 = er0`A cosh−2 (r0t). In the high tem-
perature limit,   1 is a small parameter, it is easy to solve to the first few orders in 
expansion of the solution:
ζz =
√
2
(√
κ2 + 1− κ
)
+
3κ2 − κ− 2 +√1 + κ2
2
√
2(κ+ 1)
3 + ...
R = 1 +
(
3κ2 − κ− 2
2
+
√
1 + κ2
)
2 + ...
eη =
1
κ
+
(
1
2
− κ−
√
1 + κ2
2κ
)
+ ... (A.15)
In the current regime, t > `A/2 and therefore κ  1, one can further expand in κ the
leading order solution in :
ζz ≈
√
2e−r0`A/2, R ≈ 1, eη ≈ cosh (r0t) (A.16)
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We can use this result to compute the geodesic length of P̂2ζ:
L(P2, ζ) =
∫ R
0
dz
z
R√
R2 − z2 +
∫ R
ζz
dz
z
R√
R2 − z2
≈ 2 lnR− ln ζz + ln Λ (A.17)
The operator entanglement for the TFD state is equal to 4 times L(P2,ζ)4GN , from both the
left exterior region and the other copy across γAB(t):
STFDA (t) ≈
2pic
3β
`A + Sdiv (A.18)
The operator entanglement for the pure B-state is thus:
SA(t) ≈ pic
3β
`A + Sdiv (A.19)
A.3 Phase 3
In this phase, γAB(t) undergoes a phase transition from γAB(t) = P̂1P ′1∪ P̂3P ′3 to γAB(t) =
P̂1P3 ∪ P̂ ′1P ′3. Responding to this background transition, γA(t) transits from γA(t) =
P̂2ζ ∪ P̂ ′2ζ ′ to γA(t) = P̂2χ ∪ P̂ ′2χ′ that end perpendicularly on P̂1P3 and P̂ ′1P ′3 at χ and χ′
respectively (see the right of Fig. 25).
We focus on the
(
P̂1P3, P̂2χ
)
system. The geodesics are collinear projected onto the
(x0, x1) plane, so the geodesic solutions are:
P̂1P3 : x1(z) = cosh (r0t)
(
±
√
R21 − z2 +Q1
)
, x0(z) = sinh (r0t)
(
±
√
R21 − z2 +Q1
)
P̂2χ : x1(z) = cosh (r0t)
(
±
√
R22 − z2 +Q2
)
, x0(z) = sinh (r0t)
(
±
√
R22 − z2 +Q2
)
R1 =
er0`B − e−r0`A
2
, Q1 =
er0`B + e−r0`A
2
, R2 +Q2 = 1 (A.20)
The geodesic length of P̂1P3 is:
L(P1, P3) = ln
(
R21Λ
2er0(`A−`B)
)
≈ `r0(`A + `B) + Ldiv (A.21)
Following a similar procedure as before, we can solve for the geodesic solution for P̂2χ
perturbatively in e−r0`B and e−r0`A :
R2 = 1− 3e−r0`B − e−r0`A + 18e−2r0`B + 6e−r0(`A+`B) + ...
χz = 1− 3e−r0`B − e−r0`A + 16e−2r0`B + 6e−r0(`A+`B) + ... (A.22)
The intersection point χ is on the (−) branch, so the geodesic length of P̂2χ is:
L(P2, χ) =
∫ R2
0
dz
z
R2√
R22 − z2
+
∫ R2
χz
dz
z
R2√
R22 − z2
= ln
(
R2(R+
√
R22 − χ2z)Λ
χz
)
≈ O
(
e−r0`A,B
)
+ Ldiv (A.23)
This is exponentially suppressed. To relate these results with the CFT result Eq. (2.27)
more precisely, we need to define the UV cut-off scale with a factor of r0 = 2pi/β. This can
be understood as coming from the factor r20 in the (dt, dy) part of the metric in Eq. (A.1).
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 AB(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="3XTk0OnEwA6J4KeVt3Kj4oxG9dA=">AAACY3icdZHLSgMxFIbT8VZbL211J8JgEXRTZqqgO6tudFfBXqA3Mpm0DU0mQ3J GKEPfw62+lQ/ge5hpZ2FtPRD4+f5zyMkfL+RMg+N8ZayNza3tnexuLr+3f3BYKJaaWkaK0AaRXKq2hzXlLKANYMBpO1QUC4/Tljd5TPzWG1WayeAVpiHtCTwK2JARDAb1uyMsBO7H9w+zC7gcFMpOxZmXvSrcVJRRWvVBMXPX9SWJBA2AcKx1x3VC6MVYASOcznLdSNMQkwke0Y6RARZU9+L52jP73BDfHkp lTgD2nP6eiD1PmC6BYayXOBZaT4X3n5fAtZ6vk4vWWtpsP6b+Wi8hICXX69xOBMPbXsyCMAIakMWrhhG3QdpJ4LbPFCXAp0ZgopgJxiZjrDAB8y05E7n7N+BV0axW3KtK9eW6XHtOw8+iE3SGLpCLblANPaE6aiCCFHpHH+gz823lrZJ1vGi1MunMEVoq6/QHOB25iQ==</latexit>
x0
<latexit sha1_base64="Pu3W3eQK4NgDM26tUFT58qPInUM=">AAACWHicdZHLSsNAFIZP4qUXb21dugkWwVVJqqA7i25cVrQXaEOZTCbt0EkmzEzEEvoIbvXZ9GmctFlYGw8M/Hz/O cyZf7yYUals+8swd3b39kvlSvXg8Oj4pFZv9CVPBCY9zBkXQw9JwmhEeooqRoaxICj0GBl484fMH7wSISmPXtQiJm6IphENKEZKo+e3iT2pNe2WvSprWzi5aEJe3UnduBv7HCchiRRmSMqRY8fKTZFQFDOyrI4TSWKE52hKRlpGKCTSTVe7Lq0LTXwr4EKfSFkr+nsi9bxQd4VIzeQGR6GUi9D7z8tgoefL7KJCS+rtZ8Qv9DKiOGeyyB0lKrh1UxrFiSIRXr8qSJiluJWlbPlUE KzYQguEBdXBWHiGBMJK/0VVR+78DXhb9Nst56rVfrpudu7z8MtwBudwCQ7cQAceoQs9wDCFd/iAT+PbBLNkVtatppHPnMJGmY0fxEm1Hg==</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="8IISXjb0kTWezt8uVBgG/RyFqVk=">AAACWHicdZHLSsNAFIZP4qUXb21dugkWwVVJqqA7i25cVrQXaEOZTCbt0EkmzEzEEvoIbvXZ9GmctFlYGw8M/ Hz/OcyZf7yYUals+8swd3b39kvlSvXg8Oj4pFZv9CVPBCY9zBkXQw9JwmhEeooqRoaxICj0GBl484fMH7wSISmPXtQiJm6IphENKEZKo+e3iTOpNe2WvSprWzi5aEJe3UnduBv7HCchiRRmSMqRY8fKTZFQFDOyrI4TSWKE52hKRlpGKCTSTVe7Lq0LTXwr4EKfSFkr+nsi9bxQd4VIzeQGR6GUi9D7z8tgoefL7KJCS+rtZ8Qv9DKiOGeyyB0lKrh1UxrFiSIRXr8qS JiluJWlbPlUEKzYQguEBdXBWHiGBMJK/0VVR+78DXhb9Nst56rVfrpudu7z8MtwBudwCQ7cQAceoQs9wDCFd/iAT+PbBLNkVtatppHPnMJGmY0fxju1Hw==</latexit>
z
<latexit sha1_base64="ACek7GxV9wSrB/MIZXOiDQz8XVc=">AAACVnicdZHNSsNAFIUn0dpa/1pdugkWwVVJqqA7i25ctmB/oA1lMr lph04yYWYi1NAncKvvpi8jTtosrI0XBg7fuZe5c8aLGZXKtr8Mc2e3tFeu7FcPDo+OT2r1077kiSDQI5xxMfSwBEYj6CmqGAxjATj0GAy8+WPmD15ASMqjZ7WIwQ3xNKIBJVhp1H2d1Bp2016VtS2cXDRQXp1J3bgf+5wkIUSKMCzlyLFj5aZYKEoYLKvjREKMyRxPYaRlhEOQbrra dGldauJbARf6RMpa0d8TqeeFuivEaiY3OA6lXITef14GCz1fZhcVWlJvPwO/0MuI4pzJIneUqODOTWkUJwoisn5VkDBLcSvL2PKpAKLYQgtMBNXBWGSGBSZK/0RVR+78DXhb9FtN57rZ6t402g95+BV0ji7QFXLQLWqjJ9RBPUQQoDf0jj6MT+PbLJnldatp5DNnaKPM2g+K1bV8</ latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="F/jJAdoo5VdqWkQ86qtdloewubI=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16WawCK7KTBV0Z0EQlxXtBdqhZDKZNjSTDElGKKXgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9BwqjSrvtl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKpBKTDh ZMyH6AFGGUk46mmpF+IgmKA0Z6wfQ+83uvRCoq+IueJcSP0ZjTiGKkDXpuj7xRpe423GU528Jbizqsqz2qWnfDUOA0JlxjhpQaeG6i/TmSmmJGFuVhqkiC8BSNycBIjmKi/Ply1oVzYUjoREKaw7WzpL9vzIMgNl0x0hO1wVGs1CwO/vMymOuFKnso11Jm+gkJc72MaCGYynMHqY5u/TnlSaoJx6tfRSlztHCylJ2QSoI1mxmBsKQmGAdPkERYm12UTeTe34C3RbfZ8K4azafreuvhbRV+Ec7gHC7BgxtowSO0oQMYxvAOH/BpfdtgF+zSqtW21gs7hY2yaz+fT7V7</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="Wnmwu2tReKqc8pv1F0GxopZ0YYk=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16WawCK7KTBV0Z0EQlxXtBdqhZDJpG5pJhiQjlKHgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9BzKjSrvtl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKJBKTDh ZMyH6AFGGUk46mmpF+LAmKAkZ6wew+83uvRCoq+Iuex8SP0ITTMcVIG/TcHjVHlbrbcJflbAtvLeqwrvaoat0NQ4GTiHCNGVJq4Lmx9lMkNcWMLMrDRJEY4RmakIGRHEVE+ely1oVzYUjojIU0h2tnSX/fSIMgMl0R0lO1wVGk1DwK/vMymOuFKnso11Jm+ikJc72MaCGYynMHiR7f+inlcaIJx6tfjRPmaOFkKTshlQRrNjcCYUlNMA6eIomwNrsom8i9vwFvi26z4V01mk/X9dbD2yr8IpzBOVyCBzfQgkdoQwcwTOAdPuDT+rbBLtilVattrRd2Chtl134AoUG1fA==</latexit>
P3<latexit sha1_base64="HG6dSmpWzfz3prVGotw2jjJPnjY=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16SZYBFdlpgq6syCIy4r2Au1QMplMG5qZDElGKKXgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9+wpnSjvNl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKpJLQDh FcyL6PFeUsph3NNKf9RFIc+Zz2/Ol95vdeqVRMxC96llAvwuOYhYxgbdBze3Q1qtSdhrMstC3ctajDutqjqnU3DARJIxprwrFSA9dJtDfHUjPC6aI8TBVNMJniMR0YGeOIKm++nHWBLgwJUCikObFGS/r7xtz3I9MVYT1RGxxHSs0i/z8vg7leoLKHci1lpp/QINfLiBaCqzx3kOrw1puzOEk1jcnqV2HKkRYoSxkFTFKi+cwITCQzwSAywRITbXZRNpG7fwPeFt1mw71qNJ+u662Ht1X4RTiDc7gEF26gBY/Qhg4QGMM7fMCn9W2DXbBLq1bbWi/sFDbKrv0AozO1fQ==</latexit>
P 03
<latexit sha1_base64="IZdhfMvGDpxX5RLLF70WiR6jAF4=">AAACWXicdZHLSsNAFIYn8VbjrbVLN8EiuiqJFXRnQ RCXFewF2lAmk0kzdC5hZiKUUPAJ3OqriS/jpO3C2nhg4Of7zzBn/hOmlCjteV+WvbW9s7tX2XcODo+OT6q1054SmUS4iwQVchBChSnhuKuJpniQSgxZSHE/nD4Ufv8VS0UEf9GzFAcMTjiJCYK6QJ1x63JcbXhNb1HupvBXogFW1RnXrPtRJFDGMNe IQqWGvpfqIIdSE0Tx3BllCqcQTeEED43kkGEV5Ith5+6FIZEbC2kO1+6C/r6RhyEzXQzqRK1xyJSasfA/r4ClXqSKh0otZaZPcFTqFUQLQVWZO8x0fBfkhKeZxhwtfxVn1NXCLWJ2IyIx0nRmBESSmGBclEAJkTbLcEzk/t+AN0Xvuum3mtfPN432 49sy/Ao4A+fgCvjgFrTBE+iALkAgAe/gA3xa37ZlV2xn2Wpbq4XVwVrZ9R8VWLWu</latexit>
P 02
<latexit sha1_base64="PCstBMUFMnfV2o+0xkK9FBdDWFc=">AAACWXicdZFdS8MwFIbT+jXr1+YuvQkO0avRTkHvHAji5QT3AVsZaZquYWlSklQYZeAv8Fb/mvhnTLddOFcPBF6e94ScvCdIGVXadb8se2t7Z3evsu8cHB4dn1Rrpz0lMolJFw sm5CBAijDKSVdTzcgglQQlASP9YPpQ+P1XIhUV/EXPUuInaMJpRDHSBeqMW5fjasNtuouCm8JbiQZYVWdcs+5HocBZQrjGDCk19NxU+zmSmmJG5s4oUyRFeIomZGgkRwlRfr4Ydg4vDAlhJKQ5XMMF/X0jD4LEdCVIx2qNo0SpWRL85xWw1AtV8VCppcz0MQlLvYJoIZgqc4eZju78nPI004Tj5a+ijEEtYBEzDKkkWLOZEQhLaoKBOEYSYW2W4ZjIvb8Bb4peq+ldN1vPN43249sy/Ao4A+fgCnjgFrTBE+iALsAgBu/gA3xa37ZlV2xn2Wpbq4XVwVrZ9R8TZbWt</latexit> P 01
<latexit sha1_base64="MyPlCDtKhSQ6kqHWL9nOBUU+vlE=">AAACWXicdZHLSsNAFIYn8VbjrbVLN8EiuipJFXRnQRCXFewF2lAmk0kzdC5hZiKUUPAJ3OqriS/jpO3C2nhg4Of7zzBn/hOmlCjteV+WvbW9s7tX2XcODo+OT6q1054SmUS4iw QVchBChSnhuKuJpniQSgxZSHE/nD4Ufv8VS0UEf9GzFAcMTjiJCYK6QJ2xfzmuNrymtyh3U/gr0QCr6oxr1v0oEihjmGtEoVJD30t1kEOpCaJ47owyhVOIpnCCh0ZyyLAK8sWwc/fCkMiNhTSHa3dBf9/Iw5CZLgZ1otY4ZErNWPifV8BSL1LFQ6WWMtMnOCr1CqKFoKrMHWY6vgtywtNMY46Wv4oz6mrhFjG7EZEYaTozAiJJTDAuSqCESJtlOCZy/2/Am6LXavrXzdbzTaP9+LYMvwLOwDm4Aj64BW3wBDqgCxBIwDv4AJ/Wt23ZFdtZttrWamF1sFZ2/QcRcrWs</latexit>
⇣
<latexit sha1_base64="R4sLJ5THbfLj3nInGr1/4QuKo+M=">AAACWnicdZFdSwJBFIbH7cuPPrS662ZJgq5k14K6SwiiS4NWBV1kdvaog7M7y8zZwEToH3RbPy3oxzSrXmTagYGX5z3DnHlPkAiu0XG+ctbW9s7uXr5QLO0fHB6VK8ctLVPFwG NSSNUJqAbBY/CQo4BOooBGgYB2ML7P/PYLKM1l/IyTBPyIDmM+4IyiQV7vFZD2y1Wn5szLXhfuUlTJspr9Su6uF0qWRhAjE1Trrusk6E+pQs4EzIq9VENC2ZgOoWtkTCPQ/nQ+7cy+MCS0B1KZE6M9p79vTIMgMl0RxZFe4TTSehIF/3kZ3OiFOntoo6XN9CMIN3oZQSmF3uR2Uxzc+lMeJylCzBa/GqTCRmlnOdshV8BQTIygTHETjM1GVFGGZhtFE7n7N+B10arX3Kta/em62nh4W4SfJ2fknFwSl9yQBnkkTeIRRjh5Jx/kM/dtWVbBKi1ardxyYSdkpazTHzyntr8=</latexit>⇣ 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Uj8V/JQyTCV2A9APtrBa+kKfVUA=">AAACW3icdZFdSwJBFIbHtQ8zKy266mZJoq5k14K6SwiiS4P8ABWZnT3q5OzOMnM2sEXoJ3Rb/6yL/kuz6kWmHRh4ed4zzJn3eJHgGh3nK2NlNza3tnM7+d3C3v5BsXTY1DJWDB pMCqnaHtUgeAgN5CigHSmggSeg5Y3vUr/1AkpzGT7hJIJeQIchH3BG0aBm9xWQnveLZafizMpeFe5ClMmi6v1S5rbrSxYHECITVOuO60TYS6hCzgRM891YQ0TZmA6hY2RIA9C9ZDbu1D4zxLcHUpkToj2jv28knheYroDiSC9xGmg9Cbz/vBSu9XydPrTW0mb6EfhrvZSglEKvczsxDm56CQ+jGCFk818NYmGjtNOgbZ8rYCgmRlCmuAnGZiOqKEOzjryJ3P0b8KpoVivuZaX6eFWu3b/Nw8+RE3JKLohLrkmNPJA6aRBGnsk7+SCfmW8ra+WtwrzVyiwWdkSWyjr+Aa/vtvA=</latexit>
 A(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="n7/NVkaUM9cuw/g73duVJZKppOY=">AAACYnicdZHLTgIxFIbLeEO8gSx1MZGY4IbMoInuxLjRHSZySWAknU6BhnY6tmdMyITncKuP5d4HsQOzEMGTNPnz/eekp3/9iDMNjvOVszY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Ni6bitZawIbRHJper6WFPOQtoCBpx2I 0Wx8Dnt+JP71O+8UaWZDJ9hGlFP4FHIhoxgMMjrj7AQ+CW5m1XhYlCsODVnXvaqcDNRQVk1B6XcbT+QJBY0BMKx1j3XicBLsAJGOJ0V+rGmESYTPKI9I0MsqPaS+dYz+9yQwB5KZU4I9pz+nkh8X5gugWGslzgWWk+F/5+XwrVeoNOL1lrabD+mwVovJSAl1+vcXgzDGy9hYRQDDcniVcOY2yDtNG87YIoS4FMjMFHMBGOTMVaYgPmVgonc/RvwqmjXa+5lrf50VWk8ZuHn0Qk6Q1XkomvUQA+oiVqIoFf0jj7QZ+7bKlglq7xotXLZTBktlXX6A42/uT0=</latexit>
 AB(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="3XTk0OnEwA6J4KeVt3Kj4oxG9dA=">AAACY3icdZHLSgMxFIbT8VZbL211J8JgEXRTZqqgO6tudFfBXqA3Mpm0DU0mQ3JGKEPfw62+lQ/ge5hpZ2FtPRD4+f5zyMkfL+RMg+N8ZayNza3tnexuLr+3f3BYKJaaWkaK0AaRXKq2hzXlLKANYMBpO1QUC4/Tljd5TPzWG1WayeAVp iHtCTwK2JARDAb1uyMsBO7H9w+zC7gcFMpOxZmXvSrcVJRRWvVBMXPX9SWJBA2AcKx1x3VC6MVYASOcznLdSNMQkwke0Y6RARZU9+L52jP73BDfHkplTgD2nP6eiD1PmC6BYayXOBZaT4X3n5fAtZ6vk4vWWtpsP6b+Wi8hICXX69xOBMPbXsyCMAIakMWrhhG3QdpJ4LbPFCXAp0ZgopgJxiZjrDAB8y05E7n7N+BV0axW3KtK9eW6XHtOw8+iE3SGLpCLblANPaE6aiCCFHpHH+gz823lrZJ1vGi1MunMEVoq6/QHOB25iQ==</latexit>
x0
<latexit sha1_base64="Pu3W3eQK4NgDM26tUFT58qPInUM=">AAACWHicdZHLSsNAFIZP4qUXb21dugkWwVVJqqA7i25cVrQXaEOZTCbt0EkmzEzEEvoIbvXZ9GmctFlYGw8M/Hz/O cyZf7yYUals+8swd3b39kvlSvXg8Oj4pFZv9CVPBCY9zBkXQw9JwmhEeooqRoaxICj0GBl484fMH7wSISmPXtQiJm6IphENKEZKo+e3iT2pNe2WvSprWzi5aEJe3UnduBv7HCchiRRmSMqRY8fKTZFQFDOyrI4TSWKE52hKRlpGKCTSTVe7Lq0LTXwr4EKfSFkr+nsi9bxQd4VIzeQGR6GUi9D7z8tgoefL7KJCS+rtZ8Qv9DKiOGeyyB0lKrh1UxrFiSIRXr8qSJiluJWlbPlUE KzYQguEBdXBWHiGBMJK/0VVR+78DXhb9Nst56rVfrpudu7z8MtwBudwCQ7cQAceoQs9wDCFd/iAT+PbBLNkVtatppHPnMJGmY0fxEm1Hg==</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="8IISXjb0kTWezt8uVBgG/RyFqVk=">AAACWHicdZHLSsNAFIZP4qUXb21dugkWwVVJqqA7i25cVrQXaEOZTCbt0EkmzEzEEvoIbvXZ9GmctFlYGw8M/ Hz/OcyZf7yYUals+8swd3b39kvlSvXg8Oj4pFZv9CVPBCY9zBkXQw9JwmhEeooqRoaxICj0GBl484fMH7wSISmPXtQiJm6IphENKEZKo+e3iTOpNe2WvSprWzi5aEJe3UnduBv7HCchiRRmSMqRY8fKTZFQFDOyrI4TSWKE52hKRlpGKCTSTVe7Lq0LTXwr4EKfSFkr+nsi9bxQd4VIzeQGR6GUi9D7z8tgoefL7KJCS+rtZ8Qv9DKiOGeyyB0lKrh1UxrFiSIRXr8qS JiluJWlbPlUEKzYQguEBdXBWHiGBMJK/0VVR+78DXhb9Nst56rVfrpudu7z8MtwBudwCQ7cQAceoQs9wDCFd/iAT+PbBLNkVtatppHPnMJGmY0fxju1Hw==</latexit>
z
<latexit sha1_base64="ACek7GxV9wSrB/MIZXOiDQz8XVc=">AAACVnicdZHNSsNAFIUn0dpa/1pdugkWwVVJqqA7i25ctmB/oA1lMr lph04yYWYi1NAncKvvpi8jTtosrI0XBg7fuZe5c8aLGZXKtr8Mc2e3tFeu7FcPDo+OT2r1077kiSDQI5xxMfSwBEYj6CmqGAxjATj0GAy8+WPmD15ASMqjZ7WIwQ3xNKIBJVhp1H2d1Bp2016VtS2cXDRQXp1J3bgf+5wkIUSKMCzlyLFj5aZYKEoYLKvjREKMyRxPYaRlhEOQbrra dGldauJbARf6RMpa0d8TqeeFuivEaiY3OA6lXITef14GCz1fZhcVWlJvPwO/0MuI4pzJIneUqODOTWkUJwoisn5VkDBLcSvL2PKpAKLYQgtMBNXBWGSGBSZK/0RVR+78DXhb9FtN57rZ6t402g95+BV0ji7QFXLQLWqjJ9RBPUQQoDf0jj6MT+PbLJnldatp5DNnaKPM2g+K1bV8</ latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="F/jJAdoo5VdqWkQ86qtdloewubI=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16WawCK7KTBV0Z0EQlxXtBdqhZDKZNjSTDElGKKXgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9BwqjSrvtl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKpBKTDh ZMyH6AFGGUk46mmpF+IgmKA0Z6wfQ+83uvRCoq+IueJcSP0ZjTiGKkDXpuj7xRpe423GU528Jbizqsqz2qWnfDUOA0JlxjhpQaeG6i/TmSmmJGFuVhqkiC8BSNycBIjmKi/Ply1oVzYUjoREKaw7WzpL9vzIMgNl0x0hO1wVGs1CwO/vMymOuFKnso11Jm+gkJc72MaCGYynMHqY5u/TnlSaoJx6tfRSlztHCylJ2QSoI1mxmBsKQmGAdPkERYm12UTeTe34C3RbfZ8K4azafreuvhbRV+Ec7gHC7BgxtowSO0oQMYxvAOH/BpfdtgF+zSqtW21gs7hY2yaz+fT7V7</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="Wnmwu2tReKqc8pv1F0GxopZ0YYk=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16WawCK7KTBV0Z0EQlxXtBdqhZDJpG5pJhiQjlKHgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9BzKjSrvtl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKJBKTDh ZMyH6AFGGUk46mmpF+LAmKAkZ6wew+83uvRCoq+Iuex8SP0ITTMcVIG/TcHjVHlbrbcJflbAtvLeqwrvaoat0NQ4GTiHCNGVJq4Lmx9lMkNcWMLMrDRJEY4RmakIGRHEVE+ely1oVzYUjojIU0h2tnSX/fSIMgMl0R0lO1wVGk1DwK/vMymOuFKnso11Jm+ikJc72MaCGYynMHiR7f+inlcaIJx6tfjRPmaOFkKTshlQRrNjcCYUlNMA6eIomwNrsom8i9vwFvi26z4V01mk/X9dbD2yr8IpzBOVyCBzfQgkdoQwcwTOAdPuDT+rbBLtilVattrRd2Chtl134AoUG1fA==</latexit>
P3<latexit sha1_base64="HG6dSmpWzfz3prVGotw2jjJPnjY=">AAACWHicdZHLSgMxFIbPjJdevLV16SZYBFdlpgq6syCIy4r2Au1QMplMG5qZDElGKKXgC7jVZ9OnMdN2Ye14IPDz/Sfk5D9+wpnSjvNl2Tu7e/uFYql8cHh0fFKp1rpKpJLQDh FcyL6PFeUsph3NNKf9RFIc+Zz2/Ol95vdeqVRMxC96llAvwuOYhYxgbdBze3Q1qtSdhrMstC3ctajDutqjqnU3DARJIxprwrFSA9dJtDfHUjPC6aI8TBVNMJniMR0YGeOIKm++nHWBLgwJUCikObFGS/r7xtz3I9MVYT1RGxxHSs0i/z8vg7leoLKHci1lpp/QINfLiBaCqzx3kOrw1puzOEk1jcnqV2HKkRYoSxkFTFKi+cwITCQzwSAywRITbXZRNpG7fwPeFt1mw71qNJ+u662Ht1X4RTiDc7gEF26gBY/Qhg4QGMM7fMCn9W2DXbBLq1bbWi/sFDbKrv0AozO1fQ==</latexit>
P 03
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Figure 25: Phases for geodesics γAB(t) (green) and γA(t) (red) in the (unwrapped) two-sided BTZ black
hole, mapped into circles of an AdS3 poincare patch.
A.4 Extensive entanglement from behind the horizon
An interesting question for the second phase A.2 is whether and how much of the HRT
surface γA(t) ∼ P̂2ζ remains in the black hole interior. To answer this, recall that the
horizon for the BTZ black hole is mapped into the following null-sheets in the poincare
patch of AdS3:
H± = {(x0, x1, z) : x0 = ±x1, z ∈ R+} (A.24)
emanating from the bifurcating surface at {x0 = x1 = 0, z ∈ R+}. The black hole interior
corresponds to {|x0| > |x1|, z ∈ R+}. From Eq. (A.12) and Eq. (A.16) it is easy to see that
the end point ζ is in the interior, although very close to the horizon from behind:
x1(ζ)
x0(ζ)
=
√
coth2 (r0t)− e
2r0`Aζ2z
sinh2 (r0t)
≈ 1− 8e−r0(2t−`A) + ... (A.25)
On the hand, it is also easy to work out where P̂2ζ crosses the horizon by solving x
β
0 (z
c) =
xβ1 (z
c) of Eq. (A.12):
zc =
√
3
2
+O(, κ), xc0 = xc1 =
3
8
er0t (1 +O(, κ)) (A.26)
This is on the (+) branch of P̂2ζ, i.e. before the turning point. The contribution to the
operator entanglement from the black hole interior can thus be computed from:
Lint =
∫ R
zc
dz
z
R√
R2 − z2 +
∫ R
ζz
dz
z
R√
R2 − z2 ≈ r0`A/2 +O(1) (A.27)
This captures the entire volume-law contribution to SA(t). In this phase, we have exten-
sive operator entanglement from behind the horizon. To have a better picture for what
γA(t) looks like in black brane geometry, let us express these in terms of the y coordinate
representing the spatial dimension:
r0y =
1
2
ln
(
z2 − x20 + x21
)
Recall that the projection of γA(t) onto the y-coordinate covers the interval {y ∈ R : −`A ≤
y ≤ 0}, the horizon-crossing occurs at:
yc ≈ β
2pi
ln
(√
3
2
)
(A.28)
– 38 –
which stays fixed as we take `A  β. This thus directly demonstrates that the interior
segment {y ∈ R : −`A ≤ y ≤ yc} covers the entire volume contribution. Furthermore, the
interior segment sticks very close to the horizon, though from behind.
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